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Opposed Him and Challenges Them to Prove Anything Against His Record
With Tears in His Eyes
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washintgon, D. C, July 12. Specific

denial of all cnarges and intimations
of complicity in fraud in his election
was made by Senator Lorimer today
in the first tmee nours he occupied
the floor of the Senate.
His speech resumed arter the recess from yesterday, combined again
bitter attacks upon his enemies and
charges of unfair treatment and lack"
of knowledge on the part of his critics
in the Senate.
It was expected that the case would
be concluded before the end of the
day's session.
Renewing his attack upon his opponents, Senator Lorimer today
the conclusion of his speech of
defense in the Senate.
His belligerent attitude of yesterday, when he
asked for no quarter, but assailed
those who had been active in prosecuting the case against him, was apparent from the outset.
He launched once more into an attack on Colonel Roosevelt, and characterized as "inaccurate and unreliable"
the report of the minority members of
the committee which investigated his
election.
Well filled galleries and an attentive audience of Senators and House
members heard Air. Lorimer. Dramatic gestures again characterized his
delivery as he strode back and forth
in the center of the aisle of the Senate chamber.
The attack on Colonel Roosevelt
was baell on testimony given by
George B. Corte'yoti, before a Senate
committee regarding the $1,900,000
campaign fund raised for the Republican campaign in 1901.
Mr. Lorimer referred to Colonel Roosevelt as
the "custodian of the morals of the
country, private and public."
"Of course," he exclaimed, "not a
cent of that $l,!)no,ooo could have been
contributed by the predatory wealth
of the country.
"Surely all of it was the free gift
of the common people for whom this
man is the one great champion. No
malifaetor contributed to that fund
only the common peop'e of whom

ne was the guardian."
The letter from 'resident Taft to
Colonel Roosevelt expressing the hope
that, Lorimer would be ousted, whicli
bcc'ime public in the
was taken up
campaign,
again
He drew attention to
by Lorimer.
President Taft's phrase embracing the
necessity of "winning."
He declared his enemies had tried
to win, "not by a free and fair fight,
but by sneaking up behind like a thief
in the night. '
"Was ever mortal man more com
pletely surrounded by conspiracy and
intrigue," exclaimed Lorimer dramatically.
"The president of the United States,
Wfliam H, Taft; Theodore Roosevelt,
a former Democratic
the
candidate for the presidency, William
Jennings Bryan, and the trust press
of the country, all were
in it al!
joined in the conspiracy to poison the
minds of the citizenship in order that
one man might be destroyed to satisfy the malice of the most corrupt set
of newspaper owners known to the
history of the country."
Mr. Lorimer claimed mat the "helm
committee" of the Illinois legislature
was a subterfuge to bring about a
second inquiry by the Tinted States
Senate.
He declared the hearing had been
neither impartial nor thorough
and
asserted it was conducted
on'y to
the Senate
bring the matter into
again that it might be tried by a new
set of Judges.
"You cannot strike out the former
verdict of the Senate," he exclaimed,
"and I believe I have a title that has
been declared valid."
Senator Lorimer then announced
(Continued
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BANDITS ARE
GENUINE BAD MEM.
(fly Spoci.il T,o;isd Wire to NVw Mnxlwis:'
Lander. Wyo.. July 12. In a battle
between sheriffs posses and two
outlit'ul bandits hist night, one of
the outlaws was killed and his comThe battle lasted
panion captured.
an hour, the bandits being concealed
behind trees and armed with automatic revolvers.
Sheriff .Ii.hnson and
his posse was armed with Winchesters.
The youths held v.p throe saloons at
Riverton on the night of July ;: ami
have been pursued since.
A deputy sheriff who returned bite
today from Slater Creek, reported
that the bandits not only bad been
taking horses to aid in their escape,
i but had maimed scores of animals to
prevent their use fty pursuers.
The ranchers are indignant
and
unless the bandits are captured or killed by the sheriffs posses threaten
i
mob violence.
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feet a permanent organization of Pro- - aid counties are entitled to in said
The Progressive party of the
state conventbm, under this call and
gressives in this state.
for the transition of such other busi- Slate of New Mexico will be V
laid
down
the
Following
precedent
ress asm:i-vc0lli- e
before said county
formally launched July 2!) at 2
commit-!
National
by the
Pro.-vanij will
p.'m. in Albuquerque
tee, the basis of representation in said ' onvcntions.
A!1 Persons
there, in convention assembled,
regardless of past party
state convention is cut down to one-- !
select four delegates and four
half of the last convention held iu aJrlliations. who believe that the time
,
('0,,ie lor st;it,! x"1' national
alternates to the Chicago conthis state by the Progressive Republi-!haon
nicvement
vention to be held August, 5.
several
and, therefore, the
l'e rep
This is the text of the call for
ties of tne state shall lie entitled to!llnes' s0 ,m,t th(1 I'!'1
tbe following number of delegates on resented by an organization unfettered
a New Mexico State Progressive
by obligations to the special interests
the basis mentioned:
V convention issued today by Mar- or to privileged classes; who believe
cos C. de Baca of Sandoval
12
Bernalillo
that the people should rule thema
Chav. s
county, chairman of the Progres- selves and are capable of controlling
8
Colfa:-sive League and George W.
the agencies of their government
2
Prichard, secretary.
Curry
free from the selfish activity of poli6
counDona Ana
N
The voters of the various
tical bosses, who believe that a govto hold their
V ties tire urged
Eddy
ernment by a few individuals tends to
o
Grant
mass conventions on July 23 and
become, and has in fact become a gov!i
Guadalupe
V to select delegates to the state
ernment of a selected class; who beLincoln
convention according to the aplieve that only through the movement
1
Luna
portionment named in the call.
proposed can we obtain in the nation,
2
McKinley
A straight and
open bid is
and the several states the legislation
7
Mora
N made for all persons to join the
by the people, which will
" demanded
Otero
of
V movement, regardless
past
promote the interest of the farmer, the
Quay
The call
ranchman, the merchant, the
political affllic.tions.
3
Rio Arriba
the miner and all business
is as follows:
Roosevelt
men alike, which will strike at the
X X X X X
ss
x x
"
Sandoval
roots of monopolies and discriminat- .
San Juan
"line nrlviliirea in tnvrtr r,f o fo, m
CALL FOR A STATE PROGRESSIVE
!!and against the many; who believe
CONVENTION.
ca", a 51
that wholesome government can come
'.,
In accordance with the call of the !elTa
tn,0"Sn honest party manageiijonly
unocorro
National Progressive Committee
ment, and who believe in Progressive
mass
'aos
a
at
a
meeting
resolution
der
"j polities and that the special interests
should be controlled bv the people,
held in Chicago on the 22d day of lorrance
.... .... ,
Union
,
'.
in l ,i
June last, a state Progressive conven- Valencia
inn iirujjjti uv me inrerests.
S
are
the
called
to attend the
Progresby
tion is hereby
cordially invited
As the time is short for the election county conventions above named, and
sive Republican League of this state
to meet at Albuquerque on the 2'JU of delegates from the various counties take a part therein in the behalf of
2 o the state, mass conventions of Pro- clean
politics and good government,
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
four
gressives shall be called by the local under this call.
to
elect
delegates
m.,
o'clock p.
By order of the Progressive Repuband four alternates to the National committeemen of each county to meet
seat of the respective lican committee of the state.
Progressive convention to be held at at the county
counties of the state, or at such other
MARCOS C. DE BACA,
Chicago i the 5th day of August,
as the local committee may di1912, for the purpose of nominating place
President
candidates to be supported for the po- rect, on the 25th day of July, 101 2, at CEO. W. PRICHARD.1
2 o'clock p. m. for
the purpose of
Secretary.
sitions of President and
of delegates
Dated July 12, 1912.
of the United States, and to ef- choosing the number

HERBERT

KNOX SMITH
MAY RESIGN HIS JOB.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Srexlran!

Washintiron. 1). C Julyl2. Herbert
Knox Smith, Commissioner
of Corporations, who has been reported as
about to resign his office that, he
might, be free to join a new party
headed by Colonel Roosevelt, returned
to Washinlgon today, refusing to discuss his plans.
Mr. Smith declared
that he had not resigned but to ail
other inquiries his reply v.iis: "I have
nothing to say."
Secretary Nagel
said Mr. Smith had not sent a resignation to him and he bad no knowledge of his intentions.
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(liy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
Denver, Colo., July 12. Tentative
Iilaiij to reeoer possession of the waters of the Rio Grande in Colorado
have been agreed upon by the Denver
chamber of commerce irrigation committee.
These consist of carrying the ease
to the federal courts for an injunction restraining the reclamation department from doing further work on
the Elephant Butte-NeGrande project. If this plan is unsuccessful, it is proposed to start work
on some project in the San l.uis
and when the government inter-iere- s
take the case to the supreme
court.
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He Points to Commoner as Tower of Strength in Democratic Convention and Asserts That Former President at
Chicago Had Same Opportunity But Did Not Use
Influences Except in His Own Behalf.

.!

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! himself. At the first suggestion of
Washington, D. C., July 12. Under Hadley he ordered the third party
the caption "The Case of Mr. Roose- maneuvers lest he lose his followers.
"If he had the evidence .to prove
velt" Senator LaFollette has written
that
Taft could not be honestly and
of
in
editorial
the
number
current
jin
I.aFollette's weekly which says in fairly nominated, why did he not dito present that evipart: "Bryan at Baltimore, foregoing rect his lieutenants
all chance of his own nomination, dence to the- national committee, and
marshaling all his forces, braving Tam- - i tnRn ,0 tne convention and the
and the trusts, to rescue hi try so clearly that the convention ILLINOIS CENTRAL HAS
LIMITED TRAIN WRECKED.
party from their domination, carrying would not have dared to nominate
the convention for the adoption of the Taft, and that Taft could not, in honU
ruost Progressive Democratic platform, or, have secured the nomination,
Reports to Chicago Officials Were
end by the nomination of the most made.
That None of Passengers Were Seri"The reason is obvious. An analyWhen
Progressive available, was a towerously Injured in Shake-uWent Into Ditch.
ing figure of moral power and patriotic sis of the testimony will, I am conSleepers
vinced show that neither Taft nor
ievotion to civic righteousness.
(By SDecial Leasefl Wire to New Mexican)
Roosevelt had a majority of honestly
"Roosevelt at Chicago, backed by
Chicago, 111., July 12. Word of the
or regularly elected delegates.
this afternoon of train No.
derailment
stock
opderived
money
by
watering
'This
at
the
explains
extraordinary
3
from
and
Chicago to New Orleans
the
erations of the Steel trust
Harvester trust, organizing what are conduct of Roosevelt. He could not- Courtland, Miss., was received By tne
now confessed to have been fake con- enter upon an analysis of the evi jofflcla)s ot the niinois Central railroad
tests as to nearly two hundred dele- dence such as would prove Taft's reg today
According to the dispatches
elected delegates in the minor- - three sleeping cars were overturned
ularly
in
to
order
the
control
Republigates
Hicruoui, ttiujeiuus uio mit none ot the passengers was
can convention and secure his nominaa
tion, refusing to aid in a Progressive to anspuriously credentialed delegates jureu beyond minor bruises and
examination so critical as would j gnaking ,,. a section hand was
platform, fcound to have the nominathe falsity of his own conten- tion or destroy the Republican party,
mirt
uuu iuai ue nau an uonesiiy electee, CHSy
was a most striking example of
of
the
He theremajority
delegates.
power and unworthy ambition.
fore deliberately chose to claim everyDAY IN CONGRESS.
"Roosevelt had as great an opporthing, to cry fraud, to bully the nationSenate.
to
serve
cause
the
tunity
Progressive
al committee and the convention and,
Convened at 10 a. m.
at Chicago as Bryan had at Baltimore. having thus created a condition which
Senator Lorimer resumed his
But Roosevelt was serving the man, would make
Impossible a calm Invesnot the cause He wanted one thing-- he
defending himself against S
speech
cases
of
the
upon merit, car
tigation
wanted the nomination.
that he is not en- - X
the
And yet
charges
ry the convention by storm.
fce did not have enough votes to nomseat
hls
t0
tit,ed
"That this Is the true
X
House.
inate himself upon any honest basis. of the Roosevelt proceedingspsychology!
becomes
X
He could have nominated Hadley on
Convened at noon.
was
He
to
force
there
plain.
perfectly
such a platform, and Progressive Re- his own nomination or to smash the
Private pension
Considered
bills.
publicans could have supported Had convention. He was not there to nre- ley In much the same spirit ag hun- - j ,.rv. the Inteeritv of the Ttemihltenn
Official papers of impeachment SS
dreds of thousands of them will now
and make it an instrument for X of Judge Robert W. Archbald X
party,
support Wilson.
the promotion of Progressive princi- K were prepared for presentation X
"Mr 'Pmcovptr WOlllH nnt rniulitai ples and the restoration of govern- - Ji to the Senate.
.
dley. He would have no one but ment to the people."
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LIFE PRESERVER MAKES
WONDERFUL VOYAGE ALONE.
(By Fppclal l,oasl Wire to ISVw Mexican
San Francisco, Calif.. July
A
2.
life preserver which bad drifted 12,0un
miles from the coast of Japan to Scotland, was received here today
by
Captain Robert. Dollar of the Dollar
i
fctoamship Company.
The life preserver floated from the
wreck of the Stanley Dollar which
went aground in Yokoboma harbor in,
It is believed
to
September, 1!I0."..
have drifted through the northwest
passage, the first authentic record of
such an occurrence and was picked
up near Shetland Island last. Keptom-- j
ber. It was identified as having been
on the Stanley Dollar by James Outli-- '
rie, former
assistant inspector of
hulls and boilers hrc, who placed his'
stamp on the canvas.
!
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NEW PARTY WILL BE LAUNCHED

Chamber of Commerce Will Bring Suit in
Effort to Stop all Work on
Elephant Butte Project in
An Irrigation
Project to be Started in
J an Luis Va'ley.
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All Those Dissatisfied With the Old Regime in Any Party
Are Asked to Join Hands In New Move to Wipe Slate
Clean and Unite With People In Fight Against Boss
Rule, Dishonesty and Dirty Politics Apportionment by
on Page Four.)
Counties Follows Precedent Laid Down by National
Committee of New Organization Mass Organization In
0 PUIS 10
Counties, July 25.
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Americans; a, I'niversiiy of Vermont
man captured the broad jump and nine
wearers of the starry shield qualified
for the
in the 4U0 meter
race
Incidentally, Americans broke two
recoids one of them twice.
In the
400 meter race, James Meredith, the
Mercersburg schools boy, paced by
the veteran Melvin Sheppard. reduced
mark to 4S secoi.ds. a
j the Olympic
minutes after Char.es Reedpath
Americans Win All Three tew
of Syracuse
had broken
University
Places in Final of 110 the same record by running the disMeter Races Today Leav- tance in 48 MO seconds.
In the running broad jump, Albert
ing All O.her Nations at L. Gutterson, the Vermont leaper of
the Post Vermont Man 7 meters Co ceiitimcnters, (24 feet, 11
inches and a
beat the preCaptures Broad Jump and vious Olympic fraction)
record of 24 feet fi
Nine Qualify for Biggest inches.
The discus event was something of
Event of All.
a disappointment for the American
team, who met a powerful opponent
in the Finn, A. H. Taipale, but they
TWO RECORDS HUE
made him break a world's
record
with a throw of 148 feet 1
inch to
Two of the United
get first place.
States team, H. L. Byrd and James H.
(By Special Leased Wire to TJtw Mexican) Duncan were second and third, reStockholm, July 12. Yankee ath- spectively.
s
In the first heat of the
letes continued harvesting their crop
of the 400 meters race, Charles D.
of laurels at the Olympic games toKedpath, Syracuse University, by lud- All three places in the final
day.
of' the 110 meter race were won by
om Page Four.)
(Contlnued

YANKEES

SQUABBLE
Democrats Split
Wide Open on Matter of
Submitting Amendment to
People at Next Election.

Wisconsin

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Milwaukee, Wis., July 12 A bitter
clash over the income tax law plank
of the platform was one of the possibilities that faced the Democratic
State convention today.
Rumors
were current that a minority report,
on the plank as drawn up by the majority of the committee last night
would be presented.
It was understood that the plank in
the provisional platform provided for
the amendment of the law and the
submission of the amendment to a re
ferendum of the people.
This was
too mild a declaration to suit the
radical element who stood for the reBesides the adop
peal of the law.
tion of the platform, the convention
was scheduled to name candidates
for lieuteant governor, secretary of
state, state treasurer, and attorney
general.
In keeping with the ruling of chair
man Kearney last night, the convention was not bound to limit itse'f to
indorsing any one candidate for each
office.
A. J. Schmidts and J. C. Karel were

nominated for governor
vention last night.

by the

con-

WILSON FINISHES
MESSAGE

10

DEMOCRATS
Hudspeth Will Carry Final
Word from Nominee of
Baltimore Convention to
Central Committee- - Many
Callers Flock to the Little
White House to Discuss
1 I

ans.

njwe of

mm

IS NOT HIDE PUBUG
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sea Girt, X. J., July 12. Governor
W ilson put the
finishing touches today on the message which Robert S.
Hudspeth will carry for him to th
Democratic
national
committee in
Chicago, next Monday. The suggestions were discussed
with him
Hudspeth, William F. McC'ombs,
Kdward K. fjrosscup. New Jersey state
chairman; Colonel Robert Kwine, national committeeman from Louisiana,
and other leaders.
The governor has made up his mind,
he said, as to whom he will select for
national chairman but will make no
announcement of his choice except to
the committee.
Callers began to flock to the "LittM
White House," today. Kdward F.
national committeeman from Missouri, came over from Spring Lake,
wiih Colonel Kwing and Representative IJiousnard of Louisiana.
Senators Watson and Chilton bad
appointments to call and the usual
number of Democratic leaders is expected.
As soon as it can be arranged. Governor Wilson expects to meet and consult with his running mate, Governor
Marshall of Indiana.
Colonel Kwing
said he had stopped by on his way to
Chicago merely to shake hands with
the nominee. He added that they had
discussed the national chairmanship
F.nd that he told Governor Wilson that,
he favored William P. McCombs for
the place. Colonel Ewing said he
believed it would be advisable to
name a small campaign committee to
direct the details of the light. If necessary, he said, this committee could
be selected outside the ranks of the
national committee.
Representative
Lloyd of Missouri, chairman of the
Democratic
Congressional
campaign
committee had a short talk with the
governor in which he suggested that
the national committee and the congressional committee work in closo
touch during the campaign.
Goi-tr-

MUNICIPAL FIGHT
ENTERS DARROW TRIAL.
Ty Special Leased tVlre to New Mexican )
Los Angeks, Calif., July 12. The
strenuous municipal
campaign of
last year in which Mayor Alexander
and Job Harriman were the principals,
was recalled at the bribery trial of
Clarence S. Harrow today during tha
cioss examination of former Fire Commissioner Charles O. Hawley.
Hawley had testified to calling Mr.
Harrow on the telephone early on tho
morning of November 2S, 1911, summoning him to a political conference.
It was this summons
that brought
Harrow to the scene of Bert H. Frank-- '
lin's arrest.
A supposed alliance between
the
good government party and the liquor
interests was the subject of the proposed conference and Hawley said hU
suspicion of such an alliance was
strengthened by nn editorial in a
morning paper of November 28.
Ford
Assistant District Attorney
produced the editorial in question ani
it was read to the jury.
Nearly the entire forenoon session
of the trial was devoted to the crosl
examination of the former official.
'.

ST. LOUIS WOCL.
St. Louis, Mo., July 12. Wool
Territorial nud western mesteady.
diums 20fi24.
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PROMINENT

BUSINESS MEN ARE

VGLVEO III CHINESE

SMUGGLE

Wil'iam Gerald Caught With Boat Load of Celestials Makes
Confession Showing "Higher-UpsWere Brains of
Men
Yellow
Traffic
Signed Contracts That
Unique
Life-Labor
Needed for Big
Made Them Peons for
Farms and Orchards.
"

(By .Special Leased Wire to New
Los Angeles, Calif., July 12.

made by Gerald, who was released
WhenJ from prison only 18 months ago, after
the new federal grand jury Is em- having served five years for smuggling
panelled, according to a statement Chinese.
According to federal officials, the
credited to Assistant U. S. Attorney
Archbald, today, a written confession 'higher ups" include San Francisco
will be placed before it, implicating and Log Angeles men who have agents
prominent Los Angeles and San Fran- in China to obtain coolie labor for the
cisco men in the smuggling operations extensive agricultural and horticulturrevealed by the recent arrest of Will- al interests on the coast. The Chiniam Gerald and Harry Lloyd, who ese, according to the statement, Imwere caught trying to run a boatload puted to Gerald, are compelled to sign
of contraband Chinese from Ensenada. contracts which reduce them to a
Into the United condition of servitude similar to that
Lower California,
suffered by the victims of peonage In
States.
The confession Is said to have been the south.
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Always the Leader
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Government Maintains That
Measure Must Not Be
Blocked Longer by Debate
and Will "Kangaroo" It
Through If Necessary.

Colds

Stops Coughs

LAND PURCHASE

For sale by ell druggists- -

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

Willie's
Cold"
a Cures

"

RETAIL

MUCH

IMPORTANT

ACTIVITY AT
DEMING

THESE DAYS.

Many New People Arriving and OutNew Well Proves
look is Excellent
Capable of Irrigating Big Tract.

hive

ut

a vo

rouh that

wonM

tsdsti'd, that
hours
miscraliif?
I'!;ni:iu's 4. iterative is the
in
ases.
siKit
IVrlutpa
pr:mtjr muody
sunn' siini'lc ineii.c'"..
may he eflVrtive
wlirro it is c:ny t ticklinj; in the throat;
I.Mt w hoa y. .u Micst is smv ami simple
mui'-lie'Utv'i answer- - thon take
A'tcviive. Noplect often Ileitis to
mnre 6.'iis tiotihli: a case in point fo71S (.'hoi rv St., I'hiUt., Pn.
llow:
'
i.riemen: In July. liKW. I first
tin conditions that showed I had
fJuMsmniition.
lost weight rnpitlly; had
a hollow roiiii.
ami very
l
severe ntjiiit sweats.
My It rot Iter
In the Fall
Kckman's Alterative.
of !!." I ln'tfan to t;ike it. At this time
am perfectly well ami lolmst. My appetite is good ami my weight has increased from 110 to HO pounds. Not a
trace of my old troulde remains. I will
gladly express the merits of this medicine to anyone."
M. L. GHKII AiUT.
(Sinned)
Kckman's Alterative is effective in Iiron-ehitJ
Asthma.
lay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. lutes not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured eases ami write to Kckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. 1'a., for more evidence. For sate by all leading druggists and
iy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
j)M

IS
MATTER ALSO

von!oiI

sl'v-p- ,

jiihI imt'W

ivaKing

'
ing three years from the passing of
London, July 12. The government, this act and if parliament is then
until the end of that session of
on by the Nationalists, has
must be parliament, the Irish legislature shall
cided that faster progress
made with the committee stage of the not pass an act respecting the
Itions of landlord and tenant or the
Rule Bill.
The bill went to the committee of sale purchase, or letting of land gen
the whole house on June 11. and
erally." Mr. O'Brien contends that
insertion of these words would
though four days have since been
en to consideration of the amendments give a substantial assurance that land
offered even the first clause has not purchase would have to be effectively
yet been passed. This was largely dealt with within the next three years,
It is argued by Mr. O'Brien that Mr.
due to the fact that the government
gave the members their own time for Gladstone at the now famous
and no attempt was made ence at Boulogne in 1S91, held with a
to introduce either the "guillotine" or view to the reunion of the Irish and
"kangaroo closure," two means which Liberal forces, gave a guarantee to
with the land question and sub-inthe minister in charge has of shorten-Idea- l
the debate.
That one of these Imitted a memorandum in which it
means must and will be introduced was stated that it would be obviously
of
eoes without savine aB otherwise the inconsistent with the concession
opposition could block the bill for- - Home Rule to Ireland that the powers
to deal with the laws relating to land
ever.
The "kangaroo'' will probably beiin Ireland should be permanently con
adopted, as it leads to less friction. fined to the imperial parliament. It
To do this a resolution is passed by would have to be exercised simultanthe House in ordinary session em- eously with the establishment ot
powering the chairman of committee Home Rule, or within a limited period
to pick out what amendments he be- thereafter to be specified in the Home
lieves to be most important and allow Rule bill, or the power to deal with it
discussion on them, skipping all the must be committed to the local legis-
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THE TROWEL WITH WH ICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HON ESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FR OM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
WE ARE "ON THE LEVE L WITHOUR CUSTOMERS AND
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHIN G WE SELL.
DEAL WITH US AND YO U WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
AND
DON'T WANT
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW
TO
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINE S ANY OTHER WAY.

rela-Hom-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
Iola

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

EI Toro

45

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

of Building Materials.

All Kinds

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard

Phone, Red

JJJ

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Goal

am?

RETAi

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

l

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

Deming, X. M., July 12. Bonds have
been voted in school district Xo. 9 for
the erection of another school building.
The capitol Dome school house will
soon be erected, making four school
houses in the Hondale district. The
Deming school board has made provision for paying a teacher for the Tunis
school eight miles west of town.
A. W. Earnest of Guadalajara, Mex.,
is here prospecting.
W. J. Hewitt, of Albuquerque,
is
here on business.
George W. Champion, of Albuquerque, who is putting in a test well in
the vicinity of Arena, was in Deming
today on business.
Messrs. J. M. Williams, John Hund,
Earl Van Sickle, A. L. Taylor, W. F.
MacRoberts, Messrs. Reed and Carter,
P. K. Connaway, and W. J. Wamel,
loaded oil, four carloads of beans this
week, their last season's harvest. They
were shipped to commission men in
El Paso.
F. O. Misner, recently from Kansas,
has rented
one of the Killinger
buildings on Silver avenue and will
put in a stock of hardware and im- plements on August 1. Geo. Solnar
who has been occupying part of this
building, will move his tailoring shop
to the Ruebush building several doors
north on Silver avenue.
The new irrigation well of W. W.
Reese, eight miles1 south of town, was
pumped for the first time yesterday,
and developed easily 1,000 gallons of
water per minute. This will be increased to 1,200 gallons per minute,
as soon as a proper engine is installed. At present the pump is operated
by a traction engine which is not designed to handle this character of
load. Besides testing this well, Mr.
Reese is testing the Traylor pump, a
new pump in this locality. It is not a
centrifugal pump but on the propeller
order, the water being forced out hy
spirals. M. S. Ezell, manager for the
western irrigation department of the
Traylor Engineering and Manufactur
ing Co., is putting this pump in under
an iron-claguarantee of very high
efficiency. The pump is designed to
go into a six, eight, or twelve inch
casing without a pit, and is built in
sections to accommodate varying levels of the water plane. The water
stands in the Reese well at 55 feet,
and when pumping 1,000 gallons per
minute, lowers to 67 feet. Mr. Reese
expresses himself as well pleased with
the test so far as it has progressed. He
has 320 acres of land grubbed, 160
acres of which has been plowed twice,
harrowed and leveled. All this work,
except the grubbing, has been done
since the first of May with the huge
43 horse power traction engine.
Mr.
Reese is very enthusiastic in his commendation of the tractor as an engine
suited to the needs of the large farmer in the Mimbres valley.
Mrs. H. Xordhouse, and daughter,
Mrs. Tucker left this morning for California, for a short vacation.
Superintendent Summers of the Santa Fe, passed through here this morning en route to Hurley on business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Laughlin of E!
Paso, passed through
Deming this
morning en route to Faywood where
they will spend several weeks in recreation.
The Atkins hay barn caught fire this
morning, but was promptly extinguish
ed by the Deming fire department.
Charles G. Rosher, of Baton Rouge.
La., is here looking for a location.
J. W. Edwards of Billingham, Wash.,
is here prospecting.
W. O. Grace, of Chillicothe, Mo., is
here to locate.
W. M. Valentine of St. Louis, Mo.,
If here prospecting.
J. M. Greenwood and J. P. Greenwood, of Ramona, Okla., are visiting
J. L. Greenwood, son of the former
and brother of the latter.
Newton Hill and daughter, Mrs. W.
V. IJnville, arrived from Elk Falls,
Kans., this morning. Mrs. Linville has
been visiting her parents for several
months, and Mr. Hill will visit his
daughter here for sometime.
d

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s
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LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
'Two Doora Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 70c a dlen,
Kew Tark Chop Suey 50c.

Rooms With Bath,

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good cove re hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commero'al men to take In
the surrounding tomns. Wire B'.nbude
6tatlon.

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

State of Ohio, city

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tendon.

of Toledo,

ss.

Lucas count.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of OXE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of. HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
jto my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)

Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interYou cannot get up to date printing nally and acts directly upon the blood
jnless you have
material and mucous surfaces ot the system.
and facilities. The New Mexican Send for testimonials, free.
Printing Company has both, and at
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the same time expert mechanics
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Your orders are always assured per
Take Hall's Family Pills for
sonal attention.
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Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s
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Phone 14.
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If Its

Hardware We Have It

Pnone 14

i
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The "guillotine" is more ruthless
The minister in charge of the
moves the closure when and
where he likes and discussion must
stop.
The first and most important amendment was introduced by Mr.
a Cornish member, who like
of Cornwall,
r?any
would
fears that his
not receive fair play from the Catholic majority in Ireland. He moved
that the northeastern counties of Ulster (Antrim, Armagh, Down and'
should not be included in
the operations of the bill. On this
amendment the government's majori
ty dropped to 69, but this was largely
due to the absence of 16 labor members and no fewer than 11 Liberals,
either through illness or being engaged in labor disputes and by elections
in the country.
Five Liberals, however, actually Voted against the govs
ernment.
There were Mr.
and his colleague from Cornwall, Sir Clifford Cory, who is a pro- nounced
Ruler, and three
Scotch Liberals, who have heretofore
been counted among the supporters of
Home Rule. These latter, like Mr.
having registered their
objection to Protestant Ulster being included, will probably support the bill
through the rest of its stages.
Among the Irish Unionists them
selves, outside the House, there was
a decided difference of opinion on the
advisability of this amendment, al
though it received the full support of
the Unionists in the House. There is
a large body of Unionist opinion in
Ireland that believes that, should
Home Rule come, the Nationalist par
ty would be split into two camps, Rad
ical and Conservative, the former lea
by Joseph Devlin and the latter by
John Redmond1, and that the control
of the Dublin legislature would fall
into the hands of the Ulster and Dub-libusiness men, and, therefore, it
would be advantageous to have as
many Ulster members in the House
as possible.
The other amendment, also introduced by a private liberal member,
proposed that the provision for a second chamber or senate should be deleted. This was one of the most dangerous amendments that could be introduced, as all the Labor members
and a large number of Radicals are
men.
The
pronounced
loyalty of the Laborites to the Nationalists, who have in the past been of
assistance to the Labor party more
than once, however, saved the day and
gave the government a majority of
89, still 20 below the normal majority,
but better than the 69 of the day before.
One of the strongest pleas for single
chamber government came from the
Radical members with Colonial experience, who claimed that it had worked
well when tried in the Dominion. Joseph Martin, a former premier of British Columbia and member of the
Federal House at Ottawa, was one of
the most persistent supporters of the
amendment, giving the Canadian provinces as example of the benefits of
single houses.
The Unionists supported the amendment, believing that the Laborites
would do likewise and that the government majority would reach near
Arthur Balfour,
vanishing
point
who although no longer titular leader, still often takes actual lead, spoko
on behalf of the opposition.
The
house grew merry when he, a pronounced
man, wanted
He justified
only one for Ireland.
his position, however, with the argument that two chambers were necessary where great imperial questions
were considered, but not so in the
case ot a legislature, which was
meant to do "small, subordinate and
local work.'
William O'Brien intends to move an
amendment to clause 2 of. the bill to
deal with the question of land purchase. HIb amendment will be in the
exact word's used by the late William
E. Gladstone in the bill of 1893: "Dur- -

Mr. Gladstone carried out this pledge
in 1893 in the words which Mr. O'Brien

bill-simp-

now wants inserted in the Home Rule
bill. Premier Asquith, however, after
consultation with Lord Morley, who
was a party to the Boulogne conference, said Mr. Gladstone gave this
pledge on the understanding that the
late Charles S. Parnell retired from
the leadership of the Irish party, a
condition which was not carried out.
The premier added that the government was fully alive to the importance
of proceeding with all possible dispatch with the land purchase settle
ment. The reservation of that service
was in a great degree dictated by the
necessity of maintaining unquestioned
the security on which the future of
land purchase must largely, if not
wholly depend.

fellow-religionis-

Why Import Mineral Water ?

FRECKLE-FAC-

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

FRANK

CO.

hntlm

JH. JONES.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. .fed 76

For Full Information Call,

LIGHT

E

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS, Electricity

plays a most impoThe
grandfather would
part.
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

New Remedy That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nothing.
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Facto try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
it will not cost you a penny unless it
removes the freckles, while if it does
give you a clear complexion, the ex
pense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine double strength, from your druggist and
one night's treatment will show you
how easy it is to rid yourself of the
homely freckles and get a beautiful
complexion. Rarely is more than one
ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask for the double
strength othine, as this is the only
prescription sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove

rtant

e

n

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

This is one of the years that irrigation was hardly needed in the Cimar
All crops are In excel
ron country.
lent condition and the dry farming
projects along the Rocky Mountain
railroad between this city and Raton
are doing exceptionally well. Cimarron Xews.

Agar-Robarte-

:

NEEDED.

NO RAIN

anti-Hom- e

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

desired.

I

POWER

freckles.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
IS QUITE SO

EXPRESS LINE.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone Red 161.

the button and

is ready to cook

The Tailor

your
toasted
to
use, your
iron ready
hurried
your vacubreakfast,
the
for
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor
mation cheeerfully given.

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

JULIUS MURALTER

'

(

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

A

PRICE, $165.00
Magneto.trouble
With Importeda doubt
with

MotorOyde without
left at the factory.

UPHOLSTERING.

cities in Europe nd America.
101

Washington
Pbone Black

I

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

Avenue.
22.

PASH BROS..Agts

V

Santa Fe.

blank prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
N3
State form, for sate by th
Mexican Printing Company.
All legal

Goods Called for and Delivered

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Doors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
ten
3

J.F.RHOADS

104Galisteo Street
157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M

Telephone

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get taem already printed t the New Mexican Printing
uompauy.
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Poverty

Malaria-Blo- od

ROYAL

Malaria Is a species of blood poverty known as Anaemia; the circulation
becomes so weak and impure that it is unable to supply the system with
OF DUTRAG ES
GREAT PECOS VALLEY
SOCIETY TOO sufficient nourishment and strength to preserve ordinary health. In the
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
f.rst stages of Malaria the complexion grows pale and sallow, the appetite
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is affected, the system grows bilious, and there is a general feeling of weakCaplUl City Bank Building,
ness. As the circulation becomes more thoroughly saturated with the ma
Santa Fe, New Mexico
larial infection, the digestion is deranged, chills
Social
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Mary
Queen
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Assistant District Attorney,
and fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores
Experiments Thus Far Have Demonstrated That They Guillotine for Those Who
Judicial District.
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well as betore the Supreme Court ol
system receives its proper amount of nutriment,
He Had No Pass---Ada(Roswell Morning News.)
News reporter that already beets have
sallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, the
the State.
The introduction of the sugar beet been found weighing
over
a
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medical advice free.
Mexico Citizen .Compelled industry
means much to the people of and that the soil generally speaking prevent in future the selling of tick- as well as an tHkieut one. Book on the blood and any
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
ets to the royal inclosure at the Ascot
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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has proven productive.
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gret that I find it fallen in the hands suspicion, come on now and make from Suez thirty miles north of the United States by the National Prohl-tio- 2 and 4 p. m.
of
on
city
CenChihuahua,
the
Mexican
men
who care nothing for the prim
of
in convention here toparty
good.. cried the i1Hnois Senator
Chicago at Philadelphia, two games,
tral railroad. Only a few shots were
ciples which made it glorious; who, There was a craning of necks
day.
clear, 1:30 and 3:30 p. m.
fired.
rule at any cost and who would uard Senator Kern's seat, but he was
Conven-bitioThe Prohibition National
Cleveland at Washington, clear 3:30
Skirmishes are expected continually
deny the rank and file their long ex--, i1ot visible in the chamber
party in convention here
p m.
as
ercised privilege of saying who shall
the
movefederals
north. Less
Lorimer turned his attention to
of candidates for President
ASSOCIATION.
be our leaders. It is not the people senator Kern's statement
that he had than 1,000 rebels are scattered along and
W.
at Milwaukee, cloudy,
Indianapolis
Eugene
who are leaving the Republican party, gjVen jobs to Reveral
the Mexican Central over the 190 Chafin of
witnesses
Arizona, the nominee of four 3 p. m.
tut ambitious and selfish men who are
miles
from
Suez
to
and
Juarez
today years ago, was first placed in nomi- challenge Mr. Kern to produce
Louisville at Kansas City, rain, 3:30
taking the party away from the people. any testimony to justify the state-"A- s meie are uaraiy ouu men in Juarez
V W
c
n 'i f i in
p. m.
to Mr. Roosevelt's chances I be-- ment " he cried
Though Pascal Orozco wl return! Francisco aso was named as a
Columbus
at Minneapolis,
two
Presi.
Jleve they are good. At least they are
soutn tomorrow, over the Mexican
'.'
2 and 4 p. ni.
Lorimer
dential
games,
candidate.1'
cloudy,
the
challenged
repeatedly
better than Mr. Taft's. I believe he
Central to a point near Gallegos, 141
Toledo at St. Paul, cloudy, 3 p. m.
members of the investigating
minority
Several
other
to
were
candidates
be
will get more Democratic votes than
miles south, no campaign is likely
NATIONAL.
named and it was evident a choice
he will lose of Republican votes. I be- committee, Senators Lea, Kern, and
along that route, the rebel intention
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
atwhom
most
Kenyon,
of
his
against
not
would
be
in
until
made
the
late
lieve the states that were for him betack was directed, to refute his state- being merely to keep General Huer-ta'- s session.
8 15
0
Pittsburg
fore the Chicago convention will be
forces divided while the principal
2
or to produce proof of the
6 4
ments,
Brooklyn
Andrew
Houston
Jackson
of Texas,
for him now with added force."
lebel strength causes trouble along
,
Batteries: Camnitz and Simon;
charges they had made in their the Mexican
Northwestern railroad be son of General Samuel Houston was
and
Allen
Miller.
speeches. I challenge the members of tween
Knetzer,
placed in nomination for President by
Casas Grandes and Madera
LORIMER SCOLDS AND PLEADS
the minority, here and now, to pro-- .
AMERICAN.
J. L. Campbell of Texas.
IN SPEECH.
duce any proof that the statements 1
(first game) R. H. E.
Philadelphia
Illinois
;
seconded the nomination of
'have made are not true," he cried.
YANKEES TAKING LAURELS
2 6 1
Philadelphia
; E. W. Chafin.
I
(Continued trom page one.)
FROM ALL COMERS.'
0 5 0
"Let's have it, if it's the truth and
Chicago
if not let's denounce it as a misBender and Thomas; Benz,
Battery:
that he proposed to discuss for the statement of the record and deliber
White and Kuhn.
(Continued Prom Page On.i
first time in his address to the Sen- ate effort to mislead the Senate."
AMERICAN.
ate some of the evidence in the case.
R. H. E.
At Boston (1st game)
ning the distance in 487
seconds
He began by reading an affidavit by' The Senate recessed again today broke
Boston
the Olympic record for distance
; 1
final
without
on
action
the
Lorimer
former State Representative Joseph
of 49
1 4 1
Detroit
seconds
made
case.
Hillman
of
by
At
4:10
after
Senator
o'clock,
S. Clark, who was alleged to have vot- .
I
n
HAVE IT Batteries: Collins and Carrigan;
America, at St. Louis in 1904.
a speaiung fior nve
ed for him on a promise that he
Lake and Stanage.
The Olympic record for the runnwould be allowed to name a new post- - hm"S' Senntor Snl00t moved a recess
BASE BALL
am- tomorrow.
J
until
motion
The
broad
was
ing
. master at Vandalia, Illinois.
broken
jump
Albert
affi
The
by
At St. Louis. New York-St- .
Louis.
carried.
Lorimer
Senator
had
not
L,
Gutterson, University of Vermont,
Attention was called a few days ago
davit denied the charge flatly.
No
Wet grounds.
concluded his speech.
game.
at
his
first attempt when he cleared 7 to a painting now on exhibition in the
Lorimer charged Senator Kern
AMERICAN.
meters, 60 centimenters (24 feet, 11 archaeological rooms, painted by the
with attempting to make it appear PHYSICIAN SCORES
At New York
R. H.E.
inches
a
and
The
fraction.)
that Charles S. Luke, a dead member
previous distinguished
artist, Bert Phillips, New York
4 9 1
THEORIES OF EATING. record was 24 feet, 6
.of the Illinois legislature had testified
inches, made by- - entitled "The Relics of His Ances1 9 3
St. Louis
irons of Chicago at London in 190S. tors."
in the case. Luke had died, he said,
Lobster Good For Us; Chocolate is
and Sweeney;
Battery:
Warhop
before any of the hearings began.
The
i
The
been
in
has
described
picture
morning started with a fine
Not Food; Fish Valueless to Brain.
our columns and the theme is so in Hamilton and Krickel.
Lorimer took up the allegations
performance by the Finn, A. R.
in the discus throwing,
against Jandus, Shepherd, and Tippit,! London, July 12. Food cultistsi
best keeping with the surroundings in the
AMERICAN.
also members of the Illinois legisla-- n ro eta ot'DroH lw
He beat with his throw Old Palace that it should never be alri!f (hav noli Thj hand, final.
At Washington
R. H. E.
ture.
lowed
to
""I'lK-anube
taken
91
All that
IH 4n mfclPfS
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rnaniAro
ft AO
0I1.iofw f n,.
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Philadelphia
l
and Tippit had h(lg made Rn ongIa ht on their
takes us back to the days of that un- Cleveland
inches) not only the
t;feet 1
1
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safe deposit boxes at the time
known
whose
homes
record
people,
of
136
pic
strange
feet
said
inches made
.,Mauy
WilBattery: Vaughn and
of his election he denounced as mere theorjes
Fenwick to the Institute of Hygiene, ny tne American, Sheridan in Athens of another age, are still to be seen liams; Kahler and Oneil. Henry,
:
Insinuations.
in
this locality should be treasured
"are in voeue ns to the value of in 1906, but also the world's record of
Then Lorimer took up the four so-- oods
The painting of Arfor instance, is 145 feet 9
inches established by and kept alive.
chocolate,
AMERICAN.
;
called confessions of men said to have
as valuable.
The truth, James H. Duncan at Celtic Park, N. tist Phillips is so masterful in its techregarded
At Philadelphia (2d game) R. H. E.
been bribed to vote for him. The first however, i8 that chocolate is not a Y on
so
in
beautiful
so
nique,
sugcoloring,
June 2 this year.
4 11
1
Philadelphia
of these was Charles A. White.
food but a sweet wnich takes awav
gestive in scheme, that it belongs on
.'
R. L. Byrd's throw nf 49 moiore
1 6 0
Chicago
a
16
"S
"
the walls of rooms that are filled with
We have been giving Cen imenters nTs tl
perju,er: the appetite.
V
Batteries: Brown and Lapp; Walsh
and such relics and which
that he had admitted perjury under cJl0Colate
l1
to 0UP typhotd patients
retain such vi- and Sullivan.
H'
Duncans
throw
of
met42
.
oath. Lee O'Neill Browne had been th ,ast
vital
to
allusions
Thp r mnaB fn,:Janle8
scenes
vid,
the
ers 2S centimeters (138 feet 8
in- tuargeu who Driuing unite. Lorimer food -- they do not look on milk as a
which we do not want to let pass
NATIONAL.
the 8tand ,ympiC from our
contended it had been shown that fom. is intolerable, and they have
thoughts and view.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
White had announced his intention of be decpived
It was suggested a few days since
;..4 7 l
Summaries: Running Broad Jump, In these columns, that our citizens Chicago
voting for him before the alleged brib-..xhe ga.ing that flsQ is a brain
Boston
2 12 1
ing transaction took place.
food was born ,n the mind of a Ger. Final:
subscribe to a fund for the purchase
Batteries: Cheeny and Archer; DonSenator Lorimer appeared to have man doctor with more imagination Albert L. Gutterson,
of of the painting mentioned here and nelly and Rariden.
recovered from the weakened condi- - than scientific learning. It contains Vermont, first; 7 metersUniversity
60 centimet- make it a permanent asset to the
At Cincinnati
R. H. K.
his
tion in which
vigorous speech yes- phosphorus, certainly, but a box of ers; C. D. Bricker, Canada,
7 Old Palace treasures.
As was stated Cincinnati
4
3
second,
terday had left him and he continue matches contains more phosphorus meters, 21 centimenters; G.
to the Philadelphia
6 13 2
Aberg, the proposition so appealed
through a spirited denunciation of his than a ton of fish. Certain fish are Sweden, third, 7 meters, 18 centimetBatteries: Suggs, Davis and Mcpresident of the Chamber of Comenemies with energy.
easily digested, such as plaice, whiting ers.
merce, A. B. Renehan, that he an- Lean, Clarke; Alexander and Killifer.
Those opposed to him declared his and flounder.
Cod is too oily to be
Modern Pentathlon (dual shooting, nounced his willingness
to head a
AMERICAN.
fight a futile one and that the final easily assimilated,
300 meters, fencing, riding, subscription for the purchase of this
At Boston (second game) R. H. E.
swimming
vote would show a substantial gain
"In spite of the outcry against
cross country running, 4,000
1 7 1
meters) masterpiece, that it may be held in Boston
him. His friends, grave and ster, it is a good food. Crabs,
t,
Santa Fe where it rightfully be- Detroit
0 5
2
for the most part, made no ever, should be avoided, as well as result:
is the earnest hope of the
It
LiHiehook,
Wood
and
27
Batteries:
Willett
Sweden,
longs.
first,
Cady;
points;
Senator
took
Lorimer
up
mussels. Mackerel are actually polson-thpredictions.
criticisms made by Senator Reed ous to some stomachs. The same if Asbrinck, Sweden, second, 28 points; Bystander that our citizens take this and Onslow; Stanage.
11 innings.
third, 30 points; matter up seriously and not let it pass
in his speech yesterday on Lorimer's true of fruits.
The latter have ' no Delaval, Sweden,
Sweden, fourth, 35 points; indifferently from mind.
contribution of $10,000 to the defense food values, grapes and bananas
f Grogghen,
Lieutenant George S. Patton, Jr., U.
In the present commercial rush we
Lee O'Neill Browne, charged with cepted.
S. A., fifth, 41 points.
cannot afford to forget entirely the
Discus throwing, best hand, final: other side of life, the artistic, and
A. R. Taipale, Finland, first, 45 met- the side which touches sentiment.
ST. LOUIS METAL,
We should hold this truly great
St. Louis, Mo., July 12. Lead firm
ers, 21 centimenters; R. L. Byrd, Ad4 67
rian College, second, 42 meters, 32 painting in Santa Fe.
was
old
'tis no dream
spelter, strong 7.10 7.20.
CHICAGO GRAIN.
James
H.
New
centimeters;
Duncan,
Who lived upon little but Toasties and cream ;
York City, unattached, third, 42 metChicago, 111., July 12. Wheat, July
And if you would know
ers. 28 centimeters.
105
Corn
September 101 8
delight in such diet,
119 Ureter Hurdle, fT'V(
69
74
Oats,
July
September
DISCHARGES
purchase box at the grocer's and try it.
Fred W. Kelly, University c.1 SouthSept. 35
Pork,
July 44
RELIEVED IN
ern California,
Ribs
Los Angeles, first;
July 18.00; Lard, July 10.57
Writton by ALBERT FRENCH,
James
10.50.
HOURS!
N. Y. A. C, second;
Wendell,
Sept
Central City, Nebraska
i
Martin W. Hawkins, Multonah A, C,
NEW YORK. .5
Each Cap- v:
12. Cotton
nlc bear(MDY):
third.
New
15
Time:
N.
seconds.
Y.,
York,
July
One of the 50 JlDRles for which the Postum Co.,
the
Middling uplands
spot closed quiet.
Battle Creek, Mich., paid 11,000 In May.
l&iMire ef counterfeits
New Mexican
want ads. afwayr
12.50; Middling Gulf 12.75. Sales 900
ALL DRUGGISTS
'!t
bales.
bring results.
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Irrigation in any form is of vital
importance to New Mexico, as the
state has 461,718 acres of land under
irrigation and up to 1910 has expended for such purposes more than nine

IBOfiS

OF

Tesuques on War Path North
of City This Morning Tie
Man to Stake to Burn Him
Alive But Cowboys Arrive
Just in Nick of Time and

,

Mexi-woul- d

700,000 acres.

HOLD UP TRAIN

S. CONTROL

j

Mr. McPherson says
that reclamation projects by pumping
now under consideration in New Mexico are calculated to reclaim a total of

BOLDLY

Peace Now

-

Reigns-

Su-

'

preme.

One of the most daring Indian holdups in the entire history of the southwest took place this; morning on one
of the mountain roads near Santa Fe.
Seven prairie schooners,
filled with
immigrant families and provisions,
were attacked by a marauding band
of Indians, headed by the famous train

million dollars.
The Republic of Mexico, despite
the handicap of internal warfare, is
showing a keen interest in the National Irrigation Congress, and that country will have a delegation present at
Salt Lake when the session is called
to order. Dr. E. McQueen Gray, foreign secretary of ffie Congress,
has
been" informed by the Mexican government "that President Madero will in
the near future name a delegation
from his country.
Dr. Gray is at present in Europe, in
behalf of the National Irrigation Congress, and reports widespread interest in the work of irrigation and that
there will be a large attendance of
foreign representatives. He will return to this country in time for the
session of the Congress in this city.

Subscifte for trio Santa Fe New
rebbex "Outlaw Bill."
The immi
grants had spent the night in Santa Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts oil
Fe and left early this morning on of the time and works for the uptheir way west and had only gone a building rf our new State.
few miles
the Indians, who w- a
laying in ambush for them, sprang out
from behind every bush and with a
wild warhoop fell upon the settlers,
forcing them to unload all their provisions and pack them into the sacks
the Indians had provided. Part of the
Indians, branishing tomahawks and
hatchets, danced around the little
group of terrified women and children
and were just preparing to tie the
AH the Work in
women on to the horses
when a
Sight
dozen cowboys from the B ranch
The
new
mac.ines in the
reached the scene and rescued them.
The cowboys chased the Indians over
Burroughs Class 300 line-vis- ible
the mountains toward their pueblo.
printing, visible add- They heard of the holdup from a girl
and
to
of
one
Ing
visible writing, all
belonging
the immigrant
families, who had been riding ahead
in easy reading
range and
of the schooner with their cowboy
all
at
same
the
distance
leader, "Cap'n Jack,"
from the eye.
According to the girl's story, the
Indian and Outlaw Bill jumped out
The most visible of all visupon them as they came around a
ible
bend in the road. The Indians grabadding machines, exbed the horses' bridles while Outlaw
low keyboard,
tremely
Bill shot at Cap'n Jack and pulled
him from his saddle.
typewriter carThe girl raced
to the nearest ranch for help, but
by the Burriage,
when she arrived with the cowboys
and
roughs
reputation
they could find no trace of Cap'n
Jack. The cowboys realizing that
Service, mechanithe Indians might have intended raidlow In price
cally perfect,
ing the settler's wagons, hurried on
it is a machine you'll want
and arrived just in time to save the
to see.
settlers lives. After driving the Indians away search was begun for
May we show it to you?
Cap'n Jack and he was found late
this afternoon making his way in
Machine Co.
from the pueblo.
The Indians and Burroughs Adding
Outlaw Bill had tied him to a horse
W. H. long, Sales Manager.
taking him to the Indian pueblo
O.
Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
P.
where he was to be burned at the
stake by squaws.
While the squaws
were out gathering wood Cap'n Jack
slipped the knots in the rope that
bound him and got away.
As he crept along the canyon he
came upon the bodies of Outlaw Bill
and the Indian chief, bruised and mangled.
Evidently they had quarreled
and in their fight had come too near
the pres'ipice and had rolled over together falling into the canyon hundreds of feet below.
These pictures will be shown at the
Fire, Life, Accident,
Elks Theater in the near future. They
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
were taken by the Kalem Motion
Picture company.
-

NW MAYES

INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

NEW MEXICO WILL BE THERE.

Salt Lake City, Utah, July 12. New
Mexico will be largely represented at
the twentieth annual meeting of the
National Irrigation Congress in this
city September 30 to October 3.

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc.

Alex McPherson of Roswell, was re
cently a visitor to Salt Lake and reported to Secretary Arthur Hooker of
the Congress that New Mexico and
the southwest are greatly interested
and will send good, representative
Mr. McPherson was asdelegations.
sured that the people of Salt Lake
City would extend a cordial welcome

Surety Bonds
Of

1 1

Kinds.

to the visitors.

Mr. McPherson is manager of a
194 W., Room 24
large pumping irrigation system near Telephone
Roswell.
He rennrts that irriffatinn
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
by pumping is making rapid progress
in New Mexico, is beginning in Arizona, and is extending into the Pan- - SANTAF E,- - - - NEW MEXICO.
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Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Blizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one war, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. ft S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; ar'
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
..
(1) Dally.
M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays. ' ' '" ' '
, P.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
1 C. WHITE, Supt
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. ft G. M.
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NOW

Foraker Is Asked to Resign
by Taft Because President
Needs Support of Old
Machine and the
Machine Wants Las Vegas
Man in Fat Of fice Present
Encumbent Kept Politics
Out of Position and Gave
People Honest AdministraI
tion, He Saya.

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

1856

1903

Incorporated

HOW DO THESE

ireatly Reduced

As a restui
.July U
deal in volvititr ;m
l
tempt to secure further support for
Taft in New .Mexico, C'reighton
M.
Foraker has forwarded his resignation
STRIKE YOU?
to the president, at the
retinas' of the
latter, and will leave his oiliee as
United States marshal for this state at
an early date. The letter of resignation is so worded as to allow the mar- shal to leave the office at. once, it
understood that Mr. Romero will
he named as his successor, to be ap-- I
pointed not later than Saturday. It is
I also understood, however,
that there
will be strenuous opposition to Mr.
Romero's confirmation in the senate,
(lie two senators from New Mexico
favoring it and the two congressmen
doing all they can to prevent it. Senator Joseph M. Dixon, chairman of the
Roosevelt movement, is expected to
lead the fight against the confirmation.
News of the resignation became
Silk
public property yesterday, though only
of
among a somewhat limited circle of
75c
friends of Mr. Foraker and leaders
of both parties, Mr. Foraker's action
was requested several days ago, it is
Beautiful Patterns in all Co&
said, and the letter of resignation
Prices.
lors, ail at Way-Dow- n
promptly followed its receipt.
It is stated locally that the action
of the president was a direct reward
for the activity of Mr. Romero
at
the Chicago convention in inducing
I
James V. Chavez, who attended as an
alternate delegate, the delegate not
tu
being present, to vote for Taft and
:
:
36.
Phone
P. O. Box, 219.
jjj
against Roosevelt. Tt will be remembered that there were u number of
occasions when the New
vote
stood two for Roosevelt and six for
Taft. Mr. Chavez is supposed to have
been one of the delegates who voted
in this way, H. O. Bursuni being the
other. Mr. Chavez is a member of
the legislature from Torrance county.
Mr. Foraker's removal is not taken
by anyone as a reflection upon his
conduct of the office which he hf.s
held for so many years, but is simply
believed to be an evidence of the fact
that he is not a politician, and got
--left out of the political deal which is
fij to get New Mexico's support for Taft
this fall if possible.
Mr. Foraker has held
office as
than any other man
marshal
longer
f
We
every- and is probably known personally to
more people than any other man in
First-Class
of
the state.
Creighton M. Foraker is a brother
1!
of former Senator J. B. Foraker,
who was once governor of Ohio. He
was born in Highland county, Ohio,
and is a son of Henry S. Foraker. He
came to ew Mexico in 18S2 with
Phone, Red 189.
liarely enough money to transport him
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico119:San Francisco St.,
to his destination and went to work
in the Burro mountain mines in Grant
county. Two years later fie had saved
a thousand dollars, and with this sum
lie engaged in the cattle business, an
industry which he pursued until 90S.
NOTICE.
The city marshal has In charge a
black horse without any marks, the
Owner
owner of which is unknown.
can have same by identifying same
Lteeese Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
and "paying for the advertisement and
Next Door to Postoffice.
expenses incurred.
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Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
have
Lands and Mining "Property.
Investments.
thing in the line

f

O. C. WATSON & CO.

j

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-
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When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.
BY FIRST MAIL.

A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.

Former Assistant and Successor to
CORNS, BUN IONS

DR. H. L. POST.

and INGROWING

TOE NAILS

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
ments Made to Call at the House.
MONTEZUMA

SANTA

HOTEL,

f

Appoint-

FE, N. M.

?ii

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

,.

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE
CORRICkiiop't

Phone Black

9.

WEATHER REPORT.
Denver, Colo., Ju.y
Mexico, geui ivily fair tonight
aud Saturday.

S

N

j

IN-

1

MILLINERY
the balance

"V

of

this month

Next Week, from the 8th to !3th,

V

Native Antique Hand Made Copper
Hetties for sal.- - at uOKi ELS.
C. I). Stewart is in liu!iy from La

j

-

j

125 Palace Ave.

quite a number of fine
.it v from Las claim as lit
fellows who are making good
joung
ucjs.
in
vatTous ; walks of life as well
The Honey mooncis
jreai comedy as the
several .a; daughters who have
at the Jilts' lonign:.
visitor! won fame and distinction abroad.
Louis VV.right is a bu.si:ie-- s
C'aytou Citizen.
from Ki J'aso.
Sale Agents in New Mexico for
C. Merritt of Chiiemoiu, is a vis- '
"The Famous Cake Box Mixture.'' We
iter here today.
'
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served have it in four sises. Zook's Pharm?cy.
A cook, woman prefer
at our fountain in any way you want it.
red. Apply J. O. Harrison, Pecos, X.
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
L. D. Elliott is in Santa Fe from his M.
Scenes from the Boston-.XeYork
home at Willard.
William J. .Nelson is in the city ball game at the Elks' tonight.
See Ilerzog make his first home run,!
from Aibuyuercpie.
York game at the Elks'
Sue Hughes, of rinn Amo:iin, Texas, Boston-Neiis a
tonight.
guest at the Ccronado.
Hon. Marcos C. de Baca of lierna-'illo- ,
A. R. Covers of Bakeisfield, f'alifor-nia- ,
Sandoval county, spent a few
is a visitor here today.
Mr. De
Fe today.
.1. T. .Moore, Jr., of Houston, Texas, hours in Santa
Baca declared thai the progressive
is in Santa Fe on business.
in Sandoval
is
county
George P. Davidson of Louisville, movement
growing every day and that the No- Kentucky, is a visitor here today.
vember election will display a mark- Do your light cooking by Electric
Mr. De Baca
Electric ed change in sentiment.
ity, it is safer. People's
was one of the leading members of
Supply Co.
and always stood
Veniio Vijil of Espanola, is looking! the legislature,
staunchly for progressive principles.
alter business matters here today.
Adolf Seligman lias thrown his hat
AV. C. Shear of liingluimpton,
X, U
f
in the ring with a cut of
on
is in tile city en route to the coast.
Mrs. John Lewis Clark is 1n Santa ladies muslin underwear and embroideries. See advertisement.
Fe from her home in Albuquerque.
Thomas P. Gable is in Taos county
See the Honeymooners. at the Elks'
on business, but it, is not unfair to
tonight a great comedy.
S. Roil)alvmerchant
and sheep rais-- i piesume that while in that country,
er, is here horn Cl'.ainita on business.! so plentiful in beautiful streams, that
A. B. McGaffey, president of the Mr. Gable, who is an ardent sports- Satita Barbara Tie and Pole company, man, where speckled trout are con- 'U
dllerbert Mctiaffey are in the city cerned, will visit the Pueblo or Hondo
creek at least once, before his return.
today.
J. E. Saint of Albuquerque was in
of
Texas.
Robert London
Houston,
Santa
Fe between trains looking "ais a Santa Fe visitor and is greatly
lter some business matters in which
pleased with the summer climate.
FOR SALE. Six room, with bath. he is interested.
T. A. Ilayden. civil engineer, left
One
modern dwelling.
Large lot.
for Servilleta for a two weeks'
today
and one half block from Plaza.
stay.
JOSEPH B. HAY WARD.
Mrs. Leo Hersh left today for a
M. A. Orti?. and Nathan Salmon left
brief
visit with friends at Albuquer- Mr.
in
for
Salmon's
car
Jemez
today
que
Springs for a couple of weeks outing.
Messrs. Ernest and Kegle of the
A. S. Peck and Stanton S. Smith,
members of the first service with head traveling auditor's department, left
are here to- - this morning for Rio Arirba county
quarters in Albuquerque
'
on official business in connection with
day.
Mrs. Teresa 13. White, in charge of the office.
R. L. Cooper, well known civil engi- industrial education in the schools of
the state, arrived yesterday from Sil- neer of Santa Fe, has accepted a posi- ver City.
tion in the office of State Engineer
Lost, a brown coat, letters in pocket trench, in the stream gauging de- Finder partmen t.
addressed to Jack Colyer.
The capitol custodian board consistp'ease return to McCormick Auto
Company
ing of R. P. Ervien, Frank Butt and J.
M. Stern, L. Tinder, J. Stern and L. W. Mayes, appointed Jos Taylor capiC. llaskins, well known residents of tol custodian to succeed David
Miller,
Las Vegas, came over yesterday in an who tenderedhis resignation to take
automobile and returned today.
effect on Monday next.
You never go, wrong in looking up
the numerous items on special sale at
Seligman Brothers. Their advertise
ment today will give yon an idea.
BROKEN
ARE
It's a Pathe Weekly at the Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
E. AY. Dobson, well known Albuquer
OF FATAL
que attorney was here yesterday to
look after the interests of several
clients in the New Mexico Central
suits.
Found on the street a bunch of keys.
Owner can have same by calling for
them at New Mexican office.
W. F. Tudor of Vaughn Is
A. H. Hudspeth, chairman of the
Democratic
Milled by J. E. Moore
is in the
city. Mr. Hudspeth is greatly pleased
When the Former Attacks
at the outcome of the Baltimore con-

j.

H.

Paxtou,

is in Ui

,

JULIUS H. GERDES

;

j

X

.

'

m4

i

I

j

BEAUTIFUL, STYLISH, SERVICAFLE.

HIES'

BUSUH

S,

UMDEBWEAR

ftO,-JSfl-

SEU61I

j

GOODS

GO.

j

j

j
j
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SPECIAL SALE OF

one-hal-

AT REDUCED PRICES

Beginning Friday, June 2!,
Stock to Please Every Taste
and Every Purse.

A Well Selected

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

gj

j

j

FIRE

;

FIRE

INSURANCE

We are offering
for sale one of the
most complete

!

HOMES

the City, the
frontage on Palin

ace Avenue.

purchasing a residence it
will pay you to enquire as to above of
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

If you contemplate

z
MM

U3

U.

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

Room

ACCIDENT

EGGS

--

N.

M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

CAUSE

SWEET PEAS

SHOOTING

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

e

vention.
C. H. Bradbury, real estate man and
of a large abstracting com
pany at Ottawa, Iowa, is looking ovei

secretary

Phone.

::::

W 204.

415

Palace Avenue

Moore's Son for Carelessly

Handling Basket.

lands in the southwest and is in San
Las Vegas, N. M., July 12 News of
ta Fe for a few days.
the killing late yesterday in Vaughn,
S. B. Davis and son are in the city Guadalupe county, of W. T. Tudor,
by
from Las Vegas. Mr. Davis is U. S. J. E. Mcore, has reached the office of
comes
district attorney aud
here to District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward.
look after several minor cases before LTudor is said to have attacked Moore
IT. S. District
Judge Pope. ,
following a quarrel which was caused
GO. Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent by Moore's son having broken some
KAUNE
H.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- eggs in a basket carried by the son
ing all modern conveniences, includ- of Tudor. Moore is a barber.
ing, electric light, steam heat and
Bank SITKA CLEARS UP
baths, in the First National
Safe
building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
CANS OF CENTURY.
Word has been received here of the
death from tuberculosis of Donaclano
Sitkt, July 12. Profiting by the
Garcia, 64 years old of Ojo de la experiences
of several other AlasBaca. He left a wife and adopted kan towns, Sitka held its first "tin
chiid. Burial will be at the spring.
can day,'' and the cans that have
The Cattle King's Daughter a great been
accumulating for a century
western drama at the Elks' tonight.
were gathered by the children and
Will be at their LOWEST Dnring
Mr. and Mrs. W. Goodrich Jones paid for by the Ladies' Soeial ServWeek Beginning
and son and the Misses Rietta and ice club at the rate of five cents
Doris Jones and Miss Good are in per sack, or five cents per dozen
Santa Fe from the Jones Bummer for oil cans.
and Week
home on the upper Pecos. They live
Ever since the closing of school,
in Temple, Texas.
cn May 24, the school children have
It is a fact, and a matter of pride been working like ants, gathering
with us that we sell strictly high the cans and sacking them prepara
grade candy. We' received a fresh as- tory to selling them to the club.
We Strongly Advise Buying
sortment today. Zook's.
From early morning until afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wooters left on can day cans were coining to the
for Preserving.
this week for Santa Fe "where they station from all directions, and in all
will make their future home,.as Mr. kinds of vehicles, from rudely built
Wooters will assist Mr. HowlI .Eai'-ne- sledges hauled by teams of dogs to
in his duties as State Traveling wagons and teams of horses. Many
before
The Auditor. The Qitnzen extends best jf the children carried cans on their
for every happiness in their backs or dragged them along with a
you wishes
The rattle and din of the cans
new home. Clayton Citizen.
rope.
nice
History Now on Sale B. M Read's and voices seemed like a prolonged
Illustrated History of New Mexico, Just charivari.
Cans to the right of them,
from press, is now for sale and may
Cans to the left ef them,
be ordered directly from the author,
Cans all around them,
or through the New Mexican Printing
Rattled and thundered.
Company. Price $10.
There was much discussion as to
John Ervien, one of Clayton's boys,
the cans.
though now a resident of Santa Fe, methods of disposing of
drove the governor'f
party over In It was decided at last to dump them
his father's car. John Is now a young behind a bulkhead on the beach and
man and a very popular one too es- cover them with earth; which was
Our
Have
First
Arrival of
We
done, reclaiming a large area of the
pecially with the "fair ladies if one tide
lands for the use of the city. It was
CANTALOUPES
may Judge fror report. He is a great
at first intended to dump them into the
and
drives
chauffeur
his
father's
big
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine.
but Douglas' experience. In which
car all over the state. He had Just bay,
00 per Ccj.i of the cans floated back
returned from a 1,500 mile drive be to the
beach, made the plan adopted
fore starting for Clayton and he will more
preferable.
his.
the
and
and
wife
governor
driv$.
The women of the Social Service
KAUNE & GO. his
father and mother to Carrizozo club state that the cleanlng-ucamaccording to the expressed wish of paign has only started and that they
Mrs.
(J John has made a will live up to the motto they have
fine young man and- oneHhat
an adopted: "Make Sitka more beauti'
towocan be Jjroiid of. Clayton can ful."

S.

will be the closing week of our LADIES' READY
R
the
SALE at about ONE-HAL- F
regular price.

TO-WEA-

Junta.
Ci

(Sdktes&

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.
Large assortment

of

the Best and Latest Patterns in

STERLING
Special and Staple Patterns of
HAND DECORATED

a

SILVER.

WATCHES,

i

,J

High Gtade Table Silverware.

CHINA,

f
--

4

5

CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

Reliable Jeweler

H

C. YONTZ,

San Francisco
Street- -: '

BL ACKBFFIRIES

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

WORK RETURNED

PAGE FIVE

W.

mm ; real bargains

GET MARSIUL

,

.

r.

--

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

ROMERO

f,

AT TESUQLE, FORMER
STROBER and WELT-ME- R
RANCHES COM
BINED.
Sixty acres-we- ll
One-half
fenced.
under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of

FOR SALE

July I

Let us have your order
for full crate er more three
wanted.
days
only way to get what
want and have them
and fresh and at the right
price.

st

Our Vegetable Line Is

Always Complete.

U S.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualitv

'

p

,;

j
'

LEONARD,

Jw

Te

City Property and Loans.

J

j

RRAPS
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY of NEW

110

The most accurate and best written history of the State, ?ivinf the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers op to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type

CIA AA

4JIVJVJU

INSTITUTIONS,

SPRCI At. PRICES TO KDUCATORS.
THE HISTORY

oTeDICATION

ETC.

IN NEW MEXICO

the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
phara- 4.
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read. In a
VClll
let, something that should be tn every home In the State. Price,

A Concise Hi tory of

paper-boun-

".the.

Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

Wift-

iiiaii4.-K

pE

THE

SIX

SANTA

Pi NTA

The Switzerland of America.

E NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
4aKes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO WEXICANO.
2.50
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States.
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
WIGHT GIDD1NGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

Daily, per year, by mail
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six ironthi
Weekly, ;er year
Weekly, per quarter. ;

$5.0')
$2.50
1.00
2.00
50

FIRST

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week by carrier
75
Daily, per aiionth, by carrier
Daily, per quarter, by carrier. . .$1.30
65
Daily, per month, by mail

FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1912.

FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. X. I.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Open the Year Round.

The Ranch of the
VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

money-transmitti-

A foreign prince of rare good j augment says that American girls are
t
about it. The Amthe prettiest in the world. Sure! There is no
erican girls admit it themselves.

p'ace their names on the new party's
rolls it is a bit early to effect a permanent organization," said a mem
ber of the committee.
Two clerks in Mr. Ellis's office yeser would be named at the next meetterday
began the task of tabulating
THE DIFFERENCE.
E. F. Swinney of Kansas City,
ing.
the thousands of names enrolled in
mentioned
been
that
for
and
lias
the
and
place.
In giving an analysis of the methods of Roosevelt
Taft,
the new party. The names will be
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
lines of thought of each in arriving at conclusions, a man who was a close
kept in a card index system. It will
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
associate of each said: "Roosevelt always sees the human side and argues
take weeks to finish the work at the
BYSTANDER
THE
and
in
its
broad
from the point of the effect
sense, without weighing pro
rate the names are pouring In. Many
con all the technical phases of a case.
SEES IT
We would appreciate a moving pic- Taft, on the other hand, apiilled petitions came to Mr. Ellis yesproaches questions from the standpoint of the lawyer, critically, and seiz- ture of that meat shortage.
His mail conPAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
terday and last night.
o
ing upon the points of legal equities, rather than upon equity in the sense
tinues bulky, and the telephones are
a
UP.
We would like to have dictagraph
WAKE UP, WAKE
of fairness and justice between the forces that may be opposed."
as, busy as ever.
It is nothing short of disgraceful
That is a fair exposition of the actual and wide difference in what has when Champ meets Woodrow.
CAPITAL AND LABOR JOIN.
the manner in which the streets of
been accomplished by the administrations of these two men, and what has
One petition yesterday had been
at
matter
the
in
not
and
are
And
all
Fe
Santa
is
Rooseharmony
of
neglected
peace
The administration
brought about the present political crisis.
Evof sprinkling.
The Bystander is in- circulated entirely in one factory.
velt bristled with demands from him 'hat the people's rights be recognized that Prohibition convention either.
worka
was
name
on
it
of
that
ery
one
formed that the city has at least
It was this view that brought into effect the employers liaand upheld.
It's not because we love the moving! sprinkling cart, which would help man.
bility act; the safety appliance act; the act regulating the railroad em"We have hundreds of workingmen
less but because we love our some; has money in the street fund,
ployes' hours of labor; the moat inspection law which opened the eyes picture
on the rol's," said Mr. Ellis.
"The
if
who
be
man
could
more.
a
and
induced,
of a porterhouse
of the leople to the methods of the meat packers; the inauguration
tendered dinero, to ride on the water petitions are full of them and many
Then with an
movement for improvement of conditions of country life.
Two big
Waist lines are to be in style again v.agon for a few hours each day at have come to the office.
unfaltering courage he struck at those systems which gave so tremend- this fall. This eliminates Tal't as a last. What's the matter then? Why fellows came in yesterday one a lifeous a power to the great corporative interests, and brought thus indirect
S. A. AKINS, .
the other a lifelong
Proprietor.
don"t we sprinkle?
long Democrat,
possibility.
Along these presidential
ly to the people greater possibilities for a fighting chance.
carand
enrolled
Republican.
They
or
of
the
council,
Really,
gentlemen
EUROPEAN PLAN.
AND
UNDER
MANAGEMENT.
NEW
AMERICAN
customs
and
lines he directed the investigation of the sugar trust
frauds,
Orozco says Mexico's fight is hei of tae Ktreet committee or who ever ried away petitions."
the resultant convictions; he began suits against the Standard Oil and To- own. At
seems
to
bejnas tne authority in the matter, you
long range it
Heads of large business concerns
bacco companies and other corporations for violations
of the Sherman
now except are
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
fight just
anybody's
The president of one
doing a positive injury to the city have enrolled.
t
action
Sureties
forced
the
the
Northern
act;
companies, Orozco's.
against
whose interests are in your charge.
and
company
telephoned
yesterday
and brought into life the pure food and drugs act, which has aided greatly
It seems strange, that wnen we are asked for a bunch of petitions.
in the elimination of deleterious tooths.
These are the things accomThe Senate yesterday listened to
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
extending an invitation to people from
"Send tnem out and we'll 811 them
Roosevelt
for
condition
of
oraof
the
betterment
the
the
by
funeral
plished
people the first chapter of the
to come and oe residents, or
tne
east
up," he said. "We're all Progressives
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
and touch the point of his regard for the human side of the nation's Mfe. tion over the late Senator
by at itast be our
guests for the summer, out this way."
Other great achievements he wrought successfully, but they are not in the himself.
that we do not even oifer them tne
MACHINE VICTIMS TOO LONG.
direct line of the points at issue.
tomfoit oi walking on our streets
A business man wrote from Liberty
As each one of these measures appeared in congress, the anvil chorus
The Gloom Doll has supplanted the trpp trmn riinkinir htmilililr r'lnllU'4 m'
the
He wrote in
sounded, and the constitution was again and again invoked to baffle the Hillikin. We have never seen
dust. There is not a town in the Unit-- askine fo' Petitions.
supporters of Roosevelt's policies. Aldrich, Foraker, Spooner, Scott, Hale, Gloom doll but we are heartily in fa- ed States, even of less population part :
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Bailey, and others shrieked "unconstitutional," just as did their predeces- vor of the change.
"We want to organize as Progresthan this, that has an iota ot enterLocal and Long Distance Telephones in
sors in the great human measures that were in congress just preceding
prise that does not have a street sives. Too long have we been victims
The next session of the National EdWhere are Aldrich, Foraker, Spooner, Scott, Hale and
the civil war.
of
the
Llv
a
over
Morse
Send
at
least
machine.
work, at
portion
sprinkler
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
Retired to private life where Bailey will fol- ucational Association may go to Salt ot the time, each day. if we want the some petitions and we'll show you
other lesser satelites now?
Salt
has
And
Lake
what
Lake
,
City.
steam heat, electric lights.
humane
about
how
low them at the close of his present term.
And
the
tame ot tuis attractive town of ours that there are a lot of folks over this
done to deserve it?
laws which Roosevelt forced through?
with all its drawing features, to be way who had no hand in the ExcelThey are on the statute books, ap- City
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
proved by the American people and even pronounced good by those who at
spread abroad, and we say we do, then sior Springs outrage."
Among the dark corners of the we must
first opposed them.
to
some
the
attention
pay
world to be explored by those AmeriIt all makes us consider which is the court to entrust witn our rights,
comfort of people who come among
SS
can scientists, we presume Burro alK
X K
us and have them go away with pleas
the one who sees the human side or the one who considers these questions
TOELESS AGE WILL
ley has been overlooked.
ant impressions and memories that
from the critical standpoint of legal equity.
SOON BE WITH US.
will cling memories not only of our!
Roosevelt won first blood in Iowa.
o a spirit that
A LIE NAILED.
When it comes to slugging 'em deiigutful climate, but
to is hospitable, a tow n that is cleanly,
the
ought
ropes,
Flynn
through
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The fo'lowing letter to the Kansas City Star is a valuable bit of
ana a people that want always to make. Chiropodists in New York come
take lessons from the Colonel.
campaign literature and explanaioryof itself:
Santa Fe the iueeca for travellers forth with the statement that unless
A recent communication
to The Star from Humbolt, Kansas, deals
who are looking for comfort, rest and women change their footwear we are
TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
And let us always remember that
w ith a J. E. House and what Bernard Kelly told him about Colonel Roosegoing to be deprived of our ten little
AVake
interest.
and
up
sprinkle.
r,o matter how large the pane of glass
pink 'uns. A race of toeless women
The statement that Roosevelt's speech at Osawatomie two years ago.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
be, you can always break it with
Oh, well
At the time of his amay
velt was intoxicated whi!e in Osawatomie is false.
LOOKING
BACK.
or Judge Pope's automohammer
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
The question Is: Are we to regard
Visit I was mayor of Osawatomie. I met him and his party at the depot bile.
During the past week Santa Fe has
Central Location.
been festive with the gaily dressed the statement of the chiropodists, in
in a motor car and was with them every minute until they left for Lawon
cavaliers
her
the
rence.
a
as
or
convention
We went directly to the Masonic Hall, then to the state hospistreets,
threat
Spanish
assembled,
all
those
There is one thing that
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
tal, where we had dinner, and then to the park and back to his private sporting writers admit in connection bands of painted Indians on their a promise? (Chorus It all depends
and
weird
their
I
car.
songs
Governor Stubbs, Doctor This, Major Remington and composed the with the Las Vegas fiasco Fred Forn-of- f ponies, singing
upon whether your toes are a matter
55HSS3Sa
the town. It is a of indifference or a painful ordeal.)
L. O. MABISOX.
party.
stopped the fight. They are unani- parading through
touch
of
of long ago, and no
the
spirit
"Don't ask me, I'm biased," groan-- !
that
on
While the matter above referred to is two years old, yet that makes mous
point.
stranger in the city can fail to enjoy ed the girl from the glove counter,
all the more despicable these scandalous attacks on Colonel Roosevelt's
A French Chef says Americans eat it and be impressed by it. These are hobbling along as if she were tread- personal life.
During the
campaign a friend wrote Roosetoo
much high priced meat. But how-ca- the very things that arid an attraction ing a path of hot ploughshares. "Have
velt regarding the insistency of charges of this kind.
His reply was:
is an attraction is fully you ever had your shoes so full of
you blame a human being when here. That it
"They are not worth a denial, and not worthy of attention. I never drank
as evidenced by the significant stay of feet they felt as if they might be
a cocktail in my life, and do not know the taste of whisky."
It is a pe- even a Pecos bear will go so far
the Kalem people. They came out to going to
Regular Meals 25c
explode any minute? If you've Short Orders run Day,i& Night.
culiar thing that the expression used, so far as we have noticed, in tell- to steal a can of honey?
take De Vargas. They wanted one
exof
that
brand
undergone
particular
Electric Lights
Hot & Cold Baths.
ing of this charge against Mr. Roosevelt is: "They say Roosevelt is drinkFurnished rooms in connection.
The Kansas City Star suggests that film. They have been busy ever since uWte torture vou, llnderstand how
ing terribly."
we hang the door plate on Willyuni ami wui pui, out wimi uiey
to
who
on
have
feet
stand
their
girls
G. LUPE HERRERA,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

the land above described, before Reg-

ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Interior,
at Santa Fe, N. M. Sept. a, 1912.
June 10, 1912.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Register.

of the
U. S. Land Office

Department

Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June 8, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 115SS, for lots 7 and 8 and
iouth half of southeast quarter,
6,
township 13 north, range !;
east. New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy New
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.

BRISTOW
KANSAS

POSSE GIVES BATTLE
TO ESCAPED CONVICTS.

sec-lio- n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July

3, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
SW1-4- ,
NW
SE
S
and W
SW
Section 23, Township 21
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
4
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Frank Dempsey and Partner Force
Woman to Dress Wounds and Prepare Meal for Them.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Craig, Colo., July 12. Frank Demp-
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other put on by petition, is for Mr. be so constructed economically by the prepare themselves for teaching later
almost free of his duties from the
ODD FELLOWS, Board of Education.
Taft.
I sincerely trust that the ReAll business sub.
city engineer, and provided with anjon, by taking some professional
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
publicans of our state will give the
in advance of the time when it
valve cut off would be
jeets are taught in the college; ArithSanta Fe Lodge metic, Penmanship,
Roosevelt electors an overwhelming ful and convenient.
Spelling, PuncRio Grande Re-- j becomes absolutely necessary to have
I
meets regularly tuation, Grammar, English, Spanish,
majority and elect a party council in publican.
them. Tucumcari News.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock Shorthand, Blindfolded Typewriting,
harmony with that decision.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- and all other
'Such action will forever serve as
subjects by arrangeers always welcoma
LIBERTY BELL IS
a warning to those who in the future
ments.
FALLING TO PIECES.
may be intrusted with
temporary
Society Stationery The New Mexipower so that such brazen offenses as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
those committed at Chicago will never
PALACE.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 12 Wilfred can Printing Company have on hand
can
and
make
the
latest
up
be repeated.
promptly
I earnestly hope that
M. Stern, l.as Vegas.
Jordan, the curator of the Independ(015975)
forms in society stationery. The now
the friends of good government in Kan
L. Trader, Las Vegas.
ence Hall Museum, is authority for the
Small Holding Claim No. 5278.
size
etc.
Or
sas will between now and primary day
correspondence cards,
.1. Stern, La3 Vegas.
statement that the liberty bell ought
taken for engraved and em Department cf the Interior,
present this matter clearly to the peonot to be removed from its resting ders
L. C. Haskins, Las Vegas.
United States Land Office.
bossed
work. Several lines to make
ple and I have no doubt, when properSilver
City. place again, as the old crack has exMrs. Terisa B. White,
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
selaction
from.
your
ly understood, what the verdict will
tended for more than six inches iu
Louis Wright, El Paso.
Notice is hereby given that the follobe.''
the past few weeks and the relic
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
wing-named
claimant has filed no
New Mexican Want Ads Drlnpi
shows signs of disintegration that may
S. B. Davis and son, Las Vegas.
tice of his intention to make final
results every time.
JOKE ELECTS FARMER
cause it to fall apart.
George P. Davrason, Louisville.
proof in support of his claim under
MAYOR OF A TOWN.
oections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Some time ago Mr. Jordan had ProW. C. Merritt, Claremont.
as amended
3, lS'Jl (26 Stats., 854)
S. S. Jerome, Denver,
fessor A. E. Outerbridge, the Franklin
And Now English Folk Want Him to
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Institute metallurgist, inspect the bell.
Resign But He Refuses He is Boss
The bell has already been recast and
CORONADO.
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
of His Own Boss for Four Long
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
it is said by experts that the original
Sue Hughes. San Antonio, Texas.
Years.
defects were never entirely overcome.
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
S. Roibal, Chemita.
An effort will be made to have it subSCHOOL, viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
W. G Nelson, Albuquerque.
SB
London, Eng., July 12. The son of
SB
Mexico, for the SW
jected to some additional tests, and
W. C. Spear, Binghampton, N. Y.
an English bookmaker has just been
S. 34
SE
SW
S
SE
if it is possible, find some
way in
Venito Vigil, Espanola.
MOUNTAINS
elected mayor of Mouffy, a village near
N.
NE
T. 22 N., R. 1W., SW
which the relic may be preserved inAuxerre, in the department of Yonne,
N
S
SE
NE
SE
definitely.
MONTEZUMA.
central France, through a joke.
CHAUTAUQUA STATE
NE
W
NE
NE
NW
Robert London, Dallas, Texas.
The young man is Charles Carter. It
SE
NE
W
NE
SE
NE
Cruces.
Las
H.
GOOD
J.
WORK.
Paxton,
seems that Carter had no intention of
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
NE
SW
NE
SE
NE
Rooert H. Hollioay, El Paso.
being a candidate for the local coun
NE
E
SE
NE
NE
Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
en, ana only offered himself ' for a
NW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
of
it.
Tell
G.
Hill
Mrs.
Howard, city.
joke" when he heard that one candiHe names the following witnesses
Mrs. G. Volney Howard, city.
date had at the last moment changed
to prove his actual
continuous adheard
of
has
Nearly every reader
Mrs. Jno. Lewis Clarke, Albuquerhis mind.
Epworth
verse possession of said tract for twenDoan's Kidney Pills. Their good worK
No one seemed to be ready to fill que.
ty years next preceding the survey oi
Convention
in Santa Fe still continues, and our
the gap immediately
Emmett Wirt, Dulce.
except Carter.
the township, viz:
endorseSo the villagers good humoredly electcitizens are constantly adding
Walter A. Pierce, Denver.
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
AUGUST
JULY
ment by public testimony.
No better
ed him.
J. T. Moore, Jr., Houston, Texas.
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
The other councilors there are nine
proof of merit can be had than the
C. A. Waite, St. Louis, Mo.
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New MexRound
of them were wroth that the young
experience of friends and neighbors.
ico.
E. C. Pegg, Santa Fe.
man, who works as an agricultural la
end wife, New Read this oase:,
J. E. Cummlngs
Any person who desires to protest
SANTA FE, N. M.,
borer, should sit on terms of equality York.
Alberta Oarcta, oallsteo St., Santa
the allowance of said proof, or
against
with them, and in their bad temper
who knows of any substantial reason
Mrs. W. Goodrich Jones, Temple, Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem it a
they mockingly proposed him as may Texas.
under the laws and regulations of the
pleasure to corroborate the public
or.
statement I gave In praise of Doan'4
Interior Department why such proof
Texas.
Rieta
Jones,
Temple,
The ballot was taken. Six of them
should not be allowed will be given
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. I
Doris Jones, Temple, Texas.
him
and Mr. Carter, to his
voted for
found them to be an excellent remedy
an opportunity at the above mentionOF SALE
DATES
Texas.
Miss
Grace
Good,
Temple,
e
astonishment, and still more so to that
and I have never hesitated to vouch
ed time and place to
and
Jones
Goodrich
W.
son,
Temple,
of the councilors and the folk of the
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912. the witnesses of said claimant, and to
for their merit when an opportunity
Texas.
village, was made mayor.
has been presented. For two years I
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sut
W. H. Smith, Denver.
RETURN LIMIT
"They want me to resign, but I
was in bad shape from backache and
mitted by claimant.
C. H. Bradbury, Anawa, Iowa.
won't," said he to a reporter. "As the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
kidney trouble and when Doau's KidW.
S.
Hopewell,
Albuquerque.
saying is, 'Here I am and here I stay,'
Register.
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
D.
InW.
Cotten, Louisville, Ky.
Pleasure, Entertainment,
for the four years of my term. PerI resolved to try them. I procured a
R. E. Curry, St. Louis, Mo.
haps the greatest joke of all Is the
box and they not only drove away
Let Him Know It It you are eut of
struction and Rest.
A. S. Peck, Albuquerque.
fact that I am employed three days
a position, you must let the employer
backache, but regulated the passages
Stanton S. Smith, Albuquerque.
a week by a councilor Mr. Renant
of the kidney secretions and toned up
it.
want advertisement in the
One and One-fift- h
Fare from know
. Herbert McGaffey, Albuquerque.
and tbat he is subject to my authoriness and professional man in the city
my entire system."
C. D. Stewart, La Junta, Colo.
ty."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 All Points in New Mexico to and county and a great many in the
Harvey Oatman, Santa Fe.
cents. Foster-MilburMountainair and Return.
Buffalo
Co.,
state. If you have any special talEUROPEAN HOTEL.
You will never go wrong In letting
New York, sole agents for the United
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
S.
H.
A. R. Caners, Bakersfleld, Cal.
LUTZ, Agent,
States.
your job printing come to the New
L. D. Elliott, Willard.
Mexican Printing Company. Its faRemember the name Doan's and
New Mexican want adi. alwayi
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
C. Carmilos.City of Mexico.
take no other.
cilities are nnequaled In the State.
bring results.

that

sey, an escaped convict from the Wyoming penitentiary at Rawlins, and another convict a life termer, who have
been terrorizing the settlers on the
Wyoming-Coloradline, for the last
on
two days have been surrounded
Slater Creek, forty miles northeast of
Craig by posses from three counties.
The men are said to be well supplied
with ammunition according to advices
received here today and a battle is
looked for momentarily, if it is not in
progress today.
Two days ago the bandits compelled
Albert Gent, a rancher to surrender his
firearms and ammunition, and after
taking two horses, made for the hills.
Yesterday the men visited the Davidson ranch, compelled Mrs. Davidson
to dress the wounds of one of them,
and prepare 1hem a meal.
Mrs. Davidson notified the authorities and posses headed by the .sheriffs of Moffat and Routt counties, Colo
rado, and Carbon county, Wyoming,
soon were in pursuit.
They tracked
the escaped convicts to Slater creek
and surrounded them in a cabin.
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

4m

rail-Tao-

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

-

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

'

For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SUMMER
TOURIST
FARES
On

j

Sale Daily, June 1st

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

$69.85
$50.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

L ALirUllllIA
LOS ANGELES

and

GinSvia

Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

El

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90
For

$55.90

further information address Eugene

senger Agt. E. P.
H. A. COOMER,

& S. W.

Fox, Gen'I Pas'
System, El Paso, Texas, or

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

nse-jjec-

Hotel Arrivals.

,

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
PAI IPflPNIA

e

j

Until Sept. 30, 1912.

CHICAGO,

y

SANTA

FE, N. M

craiusTiwj,

ffls

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

Institute

State

f

be West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department a "Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by Wai
Department.

Superintendent

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Through Academic course, preparing young men (or college or business
lit. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
Bchool Id the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37 ull
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day. but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vioe Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. PINLET.
for particulars and Illustrated s
Jaloguet address:
OOU M& W. WILLSON.

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

2

New Mexico Military

4

2

2

ft.,
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Leape

Lu-cer-

Trip Fare From

I

1

$7.65

cross-examin-

n

f
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What is the difference between
FREIGHT RATES ON
MULES ARE SUSPENDED.
prize fight and our meat shop?
(By Special L,ease,l VTire to New Mexican)
Washintgon, D. C, July 12 Increases varying from $1 to $10.50 a
cur for the transportation of horses
St. Louis
and mules from Chicago,
and other points to destinations in
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado and Wyoming today
were suspended
by the Interstate
Commerce Commission until September next.
An inquiry into the proposed
will be made.

THE HCUE OF

Quality Groceries
i

FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1912.
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iam Jennings Bryan made on the New Cimarron; E. E. Veeder, Las Vegas;
York delegation, ttfe New Yorkers are A. D. Coon, Socorro; James A. French,
TO
going to work for Wilson and are go- Santa Fo; C. D. Miller, Santa Fe;
ing to exert themselves to carry the Charles E. Denis, Clovi
Con- - j
Democratic
Kroptre state, for the
Delegates to
nominee."
Salt Lake, city, Degmning
gress,
YITH
OF
Bryan could have been nominated August 27, appointed by the governor:
for the presidency, according to Mr.
Will Jacoby, Las Cruces.
McGaffey, if he had only held himself
V. S. Hi'lis. Deming.
Measure Has Approval of
in check and not attempted to domiJose G. Chaves, Los Lunas.
nate the convention and antagonize
Max Montoya, San Antonio.
Department and is
the New Y'ork and other state delega- J.
Aluuquerqae.
Collins,
Hugh
Designed to Pay Officers
tions.
Frank McKee, Albuquerque.
"la my opinion Bryan beat himself,"
and Men of NationalGuard.
D. A. McPherson, Albuquerque,
Member
New Mexico said Mr. McGaffey. "Had he kept N. Salmon,
Santa Fe.
out ot tIle squabble and not
William Butler, Farmington.
TVlnaf;,
w
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
e
w
niirricinated so nrnminontlv in affairs
Frank Tallmadge, Greenfield.
Washington, D. C, July 12 The
Chance.
No
Taft
Has
Bryan would have been the logical
Says
John W. Rhea. Roswell.
B24
pepper bill to bring the national guard
Esesea
candidate during the deadlock. Bryan
T. A. Muirheud, Tucumcari.
into closer touch with the regular
is a nervy man, all right, and did not
At the prize fight you see rounds of
A. B. McGaffey, head of the Santa
James A. Hall, EUda.
army has the approval of the war demince
words
before
when
he
spoke
pound, but here you see pounds of Barbara Tie and Pole Company with
Sumner.
Ft.
Ollie
partment. It has been favorably reEarickson,
the convention, declaring himself
round!
W. D. Mcliee, Clovis.
ported by the House military affairs
offices at Albuquerque, is in the city against any man supported by New
committee.
Benigno Padilla, Puerto de Luna.
He went a little too far, how-- ,
on business accompanied by his son, York.
Under the bill the federal governCarrizozo.
A.
John
Haley,
he
when
New
that
the
ever,
suggested
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN Herbert. As a side line, Mr. McGafment would disburse about $8,000,000
Paul Mayer, White Oaks.
York delegation be thrown out of the
ami
a year to the ten thousand
commisfey is an enthusiastic Democrat
Frank Johnson, San Marcial.
convention. The Xew York
Short Steak, Flank,
sioned officers and the 112,000 enlisted
this morning declared that in his were anxious to have him delegates
L. Mondragon, Bernalillo.
that
get
men of the national guard.
opinion, Mr. 'Wilson would be elected
before the house; they would' W. E. Warren, Alamogordo.
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
The secretary of war and the milithis fall and that Mr. Taft had no question
have all voted for it as a joke. Other
Felix Garcia, Lumherton.
Mr.
boards of the states would be autia
chance of winning.
McGaffey
That's About
an;
L. B. Prince, Santa Fe.
delegations displayed considerable
to work out a plan of cothorized
was a member of the New Mexico
ger at the suggestion, however, and
John A. Pace, C!ayton.
The Way They Rank !
operation.
delegation to the Baltimore convention Bryan realized almost before he fin- Mora.
Marcario
Gallegos.
and was one of the original Wilson
ished, that he had made a regrettable ' Benigno Romero, Las Vegas.
The Mere Mention
men from this state.
break."
PLENTIFUL HARVESTS
Emil Fritz, Lincoln.
"While the Champ Clark men were
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Mr. McGaffey said the New Mexico;
ASSURE PROSPERITY.
Roswell.
W.
G.
Hamilton,
because their
terribly disappointed
delegates were royally treated in the
Should Bring
hopes for Clark's nomination were not convention city and were accorded a! A. D. Bowman, Las Craees.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
John Malvin, Vaughn.
realized they have graciously accepted
D. C. July 12. The
splendid reception by the party lead-- !
Washington,
Corona.
will
and
Thomas
Dubois,
Wilson
the nomination of
of important crops
eis. Mr. McGaffey was named as aj
harvests
Post-Hasteplentiful
Socorro.
C.
now
and
!
A.
work hard for him between
Torres,
member of the committee on resolu-- j
! of the
indicated
by the Julycountry
Mr.
Norman Bartlett, Vermejo.
election time," continued
tions and platform, and because of as-'- ;
of the department ot!
crop
report
Raton.
is remarkable the strength sociation with Mr.
"It
H.
R.
Carter,
Senator:
How GoodThey'll Taste!
Bryan,
agriculture, will extend to minor
that Wilson has developed throughout O'Gorman and others, received much
Richard Oakley, Taos.
crops to a great extent.
havo
never
would
the country. He
S. Vorenberg, Wagon Mound.
valuable experience in that kind of
Conditions of all crops were materbeen nominated, if the delegates at work.
H. C. Coors, E. Las Vegas.
better on July 1 than on the
ially
Baltimore were not convinced beyond
S.
Floersheim, Springer.
While in Baltimore the Xew Mexico
same
date last yeai. The croj reportany doubt that he was the most log- delegates lived in a private residence,!
F. C. Swartz, Gallup.
board
estimates they are 5.9 per
ical man the man who could win. leased from a Baltimore woman,
ing
the; Elliott Hendricks, Carlsbad.
cent better.
Phone 92.
Notwithstanding the attack that Will- residence being taken because of the
The area planted to the important
crowded hotels. The lease permitted DENVER MOURNS FOR
is estimated at 241,155,000
crops
TODAY.
DLCKER
MRS.
oc upation "during the
convention,"
While this aggregate rea is
acres.
the lessor believing that the convenarea of the
tion would only last three days. The Fiacs Are at Half Mast and City Club l.S per cent, less than the
cent
Women Form Guard of Honor About same crop last year, it is 1.9 per
convention lasted ten days, however.:
6 per cent
in
and
1910
than
Cathe
greater
Held
at
and the New Mexico delegation got
Casket Services
greater than in 1909.
dral.
considerably the best of the bargain.
As instructed by the New Mexico Bv Special Leasefl Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Coo, July 12. With nags BRUTAL FARM HAND
the New Mexico doles
convention,
at half
ATTACKS LONE WOMAN.
tion, consisting of ('. W. Medley of on slate and city buildings
A. B. McGaffey of Alhnp.iter- - mast. Denver was in mourning today
Socorro,
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
HinU-lPiatt Decker, noted IHy
of RoswpII. J. A. for Mrs Sarah
miP John
L,pasicl vlreo rrew
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
jMahoney of Deming, H. L. Bickley of club woman and suffragist, who dieH
Idaho Falls, Ida., July 12 After asRaton, K. S. Hart maun of Aztec, D. in San Francisco Sunday night.
saulting Mrs. George Bybee at Elva
slightly damaged, but not enourh to hurt them as to service. The
iV. D. Veeder of Las Vegas, and ,1. D.
Hundreds of men and women in yesterday, beating her and her three
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
Hand of Los Alamos, holding Felix official and private life passed through year old son with gas pipe and chokMartinez's proxy, voted for Clark no- (i1P chancel of St. John's Episcopal ing her twenty months old baby, G. E.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
til the forty-thirballot when it was Cathedral today where for three hours Clark, a farm laborer, today was corn-erebut we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
realized by ul! that Clark had no fur - ;(le body lay in state guarded
in a hayfleld and cut his own
by
ther show. Mr. McGaffey, Mr. Veeder c(fieers !!TU ,last officers of the Denver tr.roat.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
and Mr. Medley were original Wilson women's Club.
Mrs. Bybee and both children are in
a hoswhatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
r.'en on the delegation.
j
Fulu,ra services, conducted by the a critical condition. Claik. at
until
Pt Rev. H. Marlyn Hart, were to De pital here, says he came from Park,
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
held at 2 30 o'clock from the Cathe- Illinois, and was arunK wnen ne
APPOINTMENTS.
EXECUTIVE
Imitted the crime. He may survive.
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
dral.
Governor McDonald has made the
of
railroad
loss.
Some
the
company's
them, and you benefit by the
following appointments:
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
As member of be:u'd of trustees for .
Dcif and Bur.:!) Institute, Cipriano I
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
Lucero, of Santa Fe county, vice
In satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin
Garcia, resigned.
Delegates to Irrigation Congress to
finish.
be held in Salt Lake, Vtah, in September, T. C. Traney, Carlsbad: Alex
McPherson, Roswell; Lafayette Clapp,
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Hatch: Lawn Lindaucr, Deming; W.
.1.
B.
H. Gillenwater, Albuquerque;
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Fhone Black 12.
Albuquerque: M. B. Golden-bmg- ,
Tucumcari: Jay Turley, Turiey:
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
J. B. Freddy, Portales; W. S. French,
a
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SUMMER SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE MOTHER. N

j

Advice on the Health
in Hot

Seasonable

of Children

V
N

Weather.

j

Mothers should be careful not to
overfeed
children
during the hot
months. No one requires as much food
in summer as they do in cold weather.
Serve only the lighter and more easily
digested foods, and see that the milk
is kept cool and the fruit ripe.
It is quite natural to expect some
disturbance, such as constipation, indigestion, or summer diarrhoea, often
accompanied by a cold. A mild laxative at bed time will, in most cases,
carry off the congested waste from the
stomach next morning and by cleaning
the bowels restore normal conditions.
Cathartic remedies and purgatives
should never be used for children.
They are harsh and violent in their
notion and tend to upset the entire system. The combination of simple laxative herbs with pepsin, known as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and sold by
druggists for fifty cents a bottle, is
now very generally
used to correct
stomach and bowel trouble. It is mild
and pleasant to the taste and contains
1:0 drastic, drug, or narcotic, but acts
naturally and easily, yet most effectively. A larger bottle, containing
more than twice the quantity, is sold
for one dollar. If you have never used
Syrup Pepsin and would like a free
trial bottle, postpaid, write to Dr. AY.
3. Caldwell, Inti Washington St., MonIticello, Illinois.

Appetizing,

Gratifying

Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

Tap
Here !
A NEW CARLOAD OF

WATERMELONS

R ANDREWS
Phone 4.

-

j

i

j

i

You Here

-

Plaza Market Co.

T

.ry t;',

n

U
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MEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will n-- without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasionyou will consMor

t

tint

the rim of
the balance wheel travels over titteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil an ! a cleaning
lute a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch
Leave your watch with u tua?.
It"

FOR

-

E

Watches
.and
Clocks.

n

ally.

-

j

THE JEWELER.

A

e

" Time

i

Mar-celin-

4

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Pieces That Are

Reliable."

V

rllL

Santa Fe Hardware

JUL
E-- la

Supply Co.

Jtdl

July 8th to 1 3th

July 8t Is t o 1 3th

LADIES' SILK DRESSES

'S CL OTHING

IT SHIER

&

IHK

ILL

SUITS

i

r

k:v

'

lf v
If,.:. j '

f

20.09

22.50

17.50

a

20.00

18.00
15.00
12.50

15.00

i

1

Special Prices on Many
Other Goods. Come and
look them over.

--

IlL

mmm

$30.00 for $22.50 Green Tag Price
18.50
25.00
i
13 00
20.00
k'3
m!3

u

-

!

'

25.00

FINEST OF LADIES'

DRESSES

10 Suits for $25.09 Green Ta? Price

I

TIE
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Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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Special Prices on House Dresses.
Coprisbt Hut cuf'oer
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Now

Is Your Chance to Buy.
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